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SUMMARY 
I. The relative desirability of storing potatoes in the cellar or in cold storage during 
various periods was determined by considering the loss of weight when potatoes were 
stored in crates and the field performance when such potatoes were planted. 
Storage of Sound Potatoes 
2. Cold storage from harvest to planting time resulted in less weight loss and in 
a higher percentage of sound potatoes than did ce ll ar storage . With late-June planting, 
emergence was slightly slower from cold storage than from cellar-stored potatoes, but 
the stand of plants was much better and the total yield greater. The percentage of 
No. I-size tubers was often slightl y less. 
3. The use of cold storage within a few weeks or immediately after harvesting, if 
continued until a week or two before planting time, generall y resulted in increased 
weight losses, because of increased rotting, but did not appear to affect yields the 
following year. 
4. Placing potatoes in cold storage about the time cell ars began to warn1 up or 
about the time buds began to e longate into sprouts (during April) was the most 
desirable and economical of all methods used . With this method losses due to sprout 
growth and decay were not serious, the percentage of sound tubers was a lmost as 
great as with longer cold storage, and yie lds were practicall y as high. 
5. Cold storage beginning in late Ma y or ea rl y June was less desirable than ea rlier 
transference to cold storage but preferable to continual ce ll ar storage, provided sprouting 
was not too far advanced. 
6. When cold storage was begun in the fa ll it was found most desirable to continue 
it until ea rl y June. A midseasona l change from cold to cellar storage resulted in 
accelerated weight losses, greater total weight losses, g reater sprout growth, more decay, 
slower emergence, poorer stands, and slig htl y lower yields than when cold storage was 
prolonged to planting time
7. A "warming up" period in the ce ll a r of two or three weeks instead of fi ve to 
seven days before planting increased the weight losses, sprout growth, and usuall y the 
amount of decay, and genera ll y did not increase yields to a significant deg ree. 
8. Cold storage in the spring was found to be more essential for potatoes that had 
been subj ected to fall cold storage than for those that had had cellar storage in the 
fall. Cold storage in the sp ring on ly was practically as effective in the preservation of 
the potatoes, and the yields from these tubers were about th e same as when cold 
storage began in mid-October. 
9 . Storage losses under va riou s treatme nts were always g reater with immature 
tubers th an with sound , mature tubers. 
10. Best stand s and highest yields were generall y secured from seed potatoes in 
which sprout growth was well initiated throughout the tuber. Potatoes that were solid 
and al111cst completely dormant a lways produced better stands and higher yields than 
did potatoes that were seve rely shriveled because of extensive loss of water and develop-
ment of much sprout growth. 
I I. Potatoes sto red in sacks lost less weight during the fall and winter but more in 
the spring than those stored in crates. There was less sprout growth and rot with 
crate storage than with sack storage. These differences were probably due to differ-
ences in aeration . 
Storage of Damaged Potatoes 
12 . Weight losses were always g reate r with mechanicall y injured than with sound 
potatoes stored under the same conditions. Under the best conditions the sound potatoes 
in June constituted 85 to 89 per cent of the October weight when whole potatoes were 
stored as compared with 56 to 68 per cent when tangentia ll y cut tubers were stored. 
13. With cut potatoes differences in weight loss ge nerall y were accounted for by 
the amount of rot which deve loped . 
14. The losses in storage increased as the severity of the damage to the tubers 
increased. The severity could be said to increase as the area of the cut or damaged 
surface increased. 
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15. Exposure of cut potatoes to sunshine increased the weight loss and amount of 
rot. The loss increased with the increase in the length of the exposure. Exposures to 
sunshine of four to eight hours brought about almost complete destruction of the 
potatoes by June when cellar storage was used . 
16. When cut surfaces were turned away from the sun , exposure resulted in more 
loss than when cut tubers were brought into the cellar at once but much less than 
when cut surfaces were toward the sun. The longer such cut tubers were exposed to 
the dry air, wind , and sun, the greater was the subsequent loss. 
17. Least loss occurred when cut potatoes were brought into the cellar promptly. 
The higher the humidity of the cellar, the less was the weight loss and percentage 
of rot. 
18. The use of cold storage any time befo re April 1 alwa ys resulted in increased 
weight loss and rot. Freshly cut potatoes held in a cellar one week and then moved 
to cold storage lost less weight than when put into cold storage immediately after 
cutting or if held in cold storage for only the first week immediately after cutting. 
Practically complete disaster resulted when cut potatoes that had been exposed to fo ur 
hours of sun were held in cold storage till April 1 and were then transferred to the 
ce llar, whereas cel lar storage until April 1 and cold storage after that gave sa tisfactory 
resu lts but not much better than continual cellar storage. 
19. When potatoes were cut into seed-size pieces in early October, about half of the 
original weight remained as sound seed pieces by the middle of June. 
20. Losses generally increased as the severity of the exposure increased, due either 
to more time, brighter sunshine, less humidit y, or more wind. The effect of the 
exposure temperature was less apparent within the range of the conditions experienced . 
Cellar and Cold Storage of Sound and Mechan-
ically Damaged Triumph Seed Potatoes 
H . 0 . WERNER 
The specific storage problems confronting the potato growers of 
western Nebraska and other regions that grow the Triumph and similar 
varieties are somewhat as follows: 
1. To hold the tubers, which are commonly somewhat immature at 
digging time, with the minimum loss of weight until they are shipped. 
2. To deliver potatoes that will grow promptly when planted by 
southern growers in January and February. 
3. To hold the potatoes intended for their own planting with a 
minimum of loss until the middle of June. 
With the Triumph variety this brings up the problem of storing large 
quantities of mechanically damaged tubers that have been sorted out of 
the seed stock as sold, but which are intrinsically satisfactory for planting 
if still in sound condition at planting time. 
F ,c . !.- Exterior view of potato cellar in which storage experiments were conducted. 
The customary method has been to store in cellars on the farm or 
along the trackside, but this frequently involves delays in getting the 
potatoes to the distant market, especially in very cold weather when the 
demand is often very great. To meet this situation large quantities of 
seed potatoes have been shipped to intermediate points for storage either 
in common or cold storage. In common storage, shrinkage is frequently 
excessive because of the higher temperatures. When potatoes have been 
placed in cold storage early in the fall , it has commonly been found 
necessary to again sort such shipments before sending them on to the 
south in midwinter, and at such times considerable quantities of rotting 
tubers have been removed. In lots moved out of cold storage without 
resorting, a more or less serious amount of rot has frequently developed 
before the potatoes were planted. 
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LITERATURE 1 
Some investigators dealing with the storage of potatoes contribute basic 
facts necessary for a more complete understanding of the principles 
involved or indicate the most desirable avenues of investigational approach. 
Relatively high temperatures and high humidity have been found essential 
for rapid and complete healing of wounds ( 4) which in turn have been 
found necessary if losses from rot-producing organisms are to be avoided 
(24 ). This can be accomplished by providing these storage conditions for 
the first week or two after harvest time. Such early storage is reported to 
have materially reduced weight losses throughout the remainder of the 
storage season (22 ). If wound healing has not been complete and storage 
temperatures have remained high, losses due to rot-producing organisms 
have been serious (23 ). 
The use of low temperatures, i.e., 32 ° ° F., early in the storage of 
potato tubers, has been reported to cause serious damage to the buds in 
the eyes of the potatoes ( 15). Prolonged storage at low temperatures has 
resulted in physiological breakdown (23) and an increase in the amount 
of rot. Reported but unpublished work by Bennett 5) indicates that as 
storage temperatures were lowered from 50 ° to 32 ° F. the cells lost an 
increasingly greater percentage of their solutes when disks of tubers were 
soaked in water. This process was greatly accelerated at temperatures 
below 40 ° F. Temperatures in the vicinity of 40 ° F. seem to have been 
almost as effective in maintaining dormancy ( 10) as lower temperatures 
that were otherwise more injurious. Appleman (2) reported that pro-
longed storage at low temperature retarded sprout growth and decreased 
apical dominance. In the Marble laboratories dormancy was maintained 
when potatoes were stored in six-foot bins at a temperature of 30 ° ° F ., 
but at 38 ° ° F. sprouting occurred in February ( 18 ). Several investi-
gators report less weight loss when potatoes were stored continually at 
relatively high storage temperatures ( 45 ° -55 ° F.) than when stored at 
low temperatures F.), but there is not complete agreement on 
this point 7, 8, 9, 10, 17, 23 ). 
It has been suggested that the greater weight loss of sound tubers 
stored at the lower temperatures is due to slower corking of the periderm 
(3 ). This seems plausible in view of the findings of Rhodes (20 ), that 
the chemical nature of the old skin of a potato is very different from that 
of new wound cork. However, as the latter becomes older the composition 
is more similar to that of old normal periderm. 
The general conclusion to be arrived at from numerous widely separated 
tests is that seed potatoes stored at 36 ° -40 ° F. are almost invariably more 
productive than those stored at 32 °-35 ° F. (6, 10, 11, 16, 19, 23, 28). 
Higher storage temperatures, at least shortly before planting, are especially 
important when the potatoes are planted in cold soil, as with the early 
crop, or when the seed tubers are relatively immature at harvest time. 
1 A much more comprehensive rev iew of the li terature has been publi shed elsewhere (27) . 
Itali cized numbers in pare ntheses refer to publi ca ti ons li sted at the back o f th is bulletin . 
CELLAR AND COLD STORAGE OF SEED PoTATOES 
A period of several weeks of warm storage was sufficient to bring about 
this result. 
THE STORAGE OF SOUND POT A TOES 
The object of these experiments was to determine with practically 
sound, whole potatoes the effect of cold storage during various portions of 
the storage period and continual cellar storage upon: (a) the weight losses 
during numerous intervals of storage period; (b) the condition of the 
potatoes at the end of the storage period in June; and ( c) the relative 
seed value of the various lots of potatoes as determined by field experiments. 
FIG. 2.- Interior view of portion of pota to cellar at Alliance, showing method of 
storing potatoes in crates. 
GENERAL PROCEDURE 
A medium-season tuber-line strain of Triumph potatoes was used in 
these experiments. Weight records during and at the close of the storage 
periods were obtained for the crops produced in 1931, 1932, and 1933. 
Field tests of potatoes stored under various conditions were conducted 
during each of the six years from 1929 to 1934. 
All potatoes used were grown on dry land near Alliance. They were 
generally harvested the last few days of September or the first few days 
of October. These potatoes were representative of those dug at the be-
ginning of the several potato-harvesting seasons and were consequently 
less mature than most of the potatoes that were stored during the seasons 
involved. Field-run potatoes, with damaged and rotting tubers thrown 
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out, were used in all except 1932 when, because of their great number, 
potatoes of less than 1 ½-inch diameter were screened out. Field frost was 
never a factor in these tests. 
Potatoes were stored in slatted crates except where otherwise stated. 
During the first three years, 1928 to 1930, these crates were filled in the 
field and immediately loaded in a ventilated refrigerator car and within 
a few days were shipped to Lincoln where they were placed in the 
respective storages within a week or ten days after having been dug. In 
the last three years, 1931 to 1933, when storage was at the Box Butte 
Experimental Farm, the potatoes were brought into the dirt-covered potato 
cellar ( Fig. I) between two and four hours after digging and were weighed 
into the various crates either the day they were dug or the following day. 
In order to avoid uneven distribution of potatoes, one crate for each 
treatment was filled and then a second crate, etc. Prior to 1931 only two 
crates of potatoes were used for each treatment. In 1931 five crates with 
50 pounds of potatoes in each were used ; in 1932, five crates with 60 
pounds; and in 1933 again five crates of 50 pounds each. The crates were 
stacked in compact piles with all crates of one treatment in one vertical 
stack (Fig. 2). At each weighing the position of the crates in the stack 
was reversed, as was also the position in the bin. In order to determine 
the extent of the weight loss in the different storages in different portions 
of the storage season, crates were weighed at shorter intervals in the early 
and late parts of the season than in midwinter. 
During all years the cold-storage temperature averaged between 36 ° 
and 40 ° F. The average seasonal temperature in the Box Butte cellar 
storage was between 42 ° and 44 ° F. (Fig. 3). During the first four years 
no special effort was made to control humidity. During the last two years 
the humidity was increased in the cellar by sprinkling the dirt floor of 
the driveway and in the cold-storage room by suspending burlap sacks 
saturated with water. In cold storage the relative humidity was from 70 
to 80 per cent during the first two weeks and then gradually increased to 
the neighborhood of 90 per cent, around which it remained during the 
winter months with a slight drop in the spring of 1932-33. During the 
spring months of 1933 and 1934 the humidity was slightly higher in the 
cellar storage. A thermograph was always kept in operation in each stor-
age to detect any variations in temperature, but the data presented for 
temperature and humidity are based on wet and dry bulb readings made 
twice daily with a sling psychrometer swung in the bin containing the 
crates of potatoes. 
Because of the difference in humidity and the consequent difference 
in the amount of moisture absorbed by crates during the storage season, 
five empty crates were stored both in the cellar and in cold storage during 
the last two years. In both these years the weight of crates in cold storage 
increased considerably more than did those in the cellar. The net weight 
of tubers was determined by correcting the crate weights on the basis of 
the changes in the weights of these empty crates. The increases in weights 
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of crates in cold storage sometimes amounted to 10.5 per cent but generally 
were about 5 or 6 per cent. At the end of the storage season the actual 
weights of the crates were very close to the calculated correct weights 
except in a few cases where moisture had been absorbed from rotting 
tubers. H owever, in such instances the calculated weight generally 
appeared to be the more desirable one to use. Frequently a considerable 
amount of moisture condensed on tubers and crates when they were 
transferred from cold storage to the warmer cellar so that such lots may 
have registered a slight increase or at least not a decrease in weight for 
some days after the transfer was made. 
When potatoes were sorted in June, all sprouts were removed and 
sound tubers, sprouts, and all tubers showing any perceptible rot were 
weighed separately. Because some of the sprouts were produced on partly 
rotted tubers, it was not possible to calculate exactly the ratio of sprouts 
to sound tubers. 
A statement as to the number and length of the sprouts does not 
present an adequate picture of the condition of the tubers as to sprout 
development. Because of this situation the following system was followed 
in establishing a "sprout index figure" . 
0- No visible evidence of bud e longation. Tubers very sound . 
!- Slight evidence of bud elongation. Tubers very sound. 
2-A few sprouts-none over ½ inch long . Tubers very sound. 
3-A few sprouts- ½ to ¼ inch long . Tubers sound . 
4-A few sprouts but none over ½ inch long . Tubers sound. 
5-Most eyes with sprouts ¼ to ½ inch long. T ubers slightly shriveled. 
6-Most eyes with sprouts ½ to I inch long . T ubers slightly shriveled. 
7-Most eyes with sprouts I to 2 inches long . Tubers slightly shriveled. 
8-Most eyes with sprouts 2 to 4 inches long. Tubers considerably shriveled. 
9-Most eyes with sprouts 4 to 6 inches long . Tubers very much shriveled . 
I 0- Most eyes with sprouts 6 to 8 inches long . Tubers very much shriveled. 
All field trials were conducted on dry land near Alliance in replicated 
plats which were generally planted after the middle of June. After the 
potatoes were sorted, the requisite quantity of potatoes was cut for planting 
the comparative trial plats. The potatoes were generally cut three days to 
a week in advance of planting. During this intervening period they were 
held in small cloth sacks spread one layer deep in the cellar. The relatively 
high temperature and humidity were almost ideal for suberization and 
wound cork formation (Fig. 3). 
CLIMATIC CONDITIONS DURING GROWING SEASONS 
During the years of these experiments climatic conditions were favor 
able for starting potato crops in two years, 1929 and 1932, when there was 
adequate soil moisture at planting time and for several weeks thereafter 
(Table 1). Conditions were only fai rly favorable in 1931 and 1934 be-
cause of a shortage of moisture soon after planting. T he seasons of 1930 
and 1933 were unfavorable for starting the crops because of dry surface 
soils. 
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FIG. 3.-Mean temperature and relative humidity in cellar and cold stor-
age by week ly periods during the th ree storage seasons. 
TABLE 1.- Summary of rainfall prior to and during each crop year of field 
trials at Alliance. 
Crop year 
Time interva l 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 
Previous Oct. 1 to May 31. 9.94 14.27 8.04 6.41 10.67 5.03 
June 2.20 0.93 1.31 3 .16 0.14 1.93 
July 1.57 1.52 0.20 1.45 0.57 0.37 
Aug ust 1.15 2.98 1.90 3.71 4.12 1.09 
September 3.23 2.47 0.96 0.45 1.28 0.66 
Total June-September . 8.15 7.90 4.37 9.77 6. 11 4.05 
Total for year 18.09 22.17 12.41 15.18 16.78 9 .08 
Summary based on records of u. s. Weather Bureau Station at Alliance for 1928, 1929, 1930 
{through June), and October to March for all winters until March, 1933 . All other data from Station 
a t Box Butte Experimental Farm . 
In so far as crop production was concerned the season of 1930 was 
excellent because of abundant subsoil moisture and fairly abundant and 
well distributed rainfall throughout most of the growing season. Yields 
were good in 1929 because of cool weather and abundant moisture in 
September. The crops of 1931 and 1932 were poor because of inadequate 
rainfall in July, August, and September ( the August rainfall having been 
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of little value because of falling too rapidly and being accompanied by 
hail). The crops of 1933 and 1934 were very poor because of dry soil at 
planting time combined with drouth conditions throughout the remainder 
of the season. 
CONTINUAL CELLAR STORAGE VS. CONTINUAL COLD STORAGE 
The weight losses of cellar-stored potatoes were always very rapid 
immediately after harvesting- amounting to 1 to 3 per cent during the 
first day, 2 to 4 per cent by the third day, and 3 to 5 per cent by the 
seventh day (Tables I-III).3 After the seventh day the rate of weight loss 
was much less with the 1933 than with the other crops, that of 1932 con-
tinuing to lose weight most rapidly. By December 1 the weight loss was 
around 5 per cent in years of least loss and 9 per cent in years of greatest 
losses. The rate of loss continued at a slightly decreasing rate until the 
"' 
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FIG. 4.-Weight losses of potatoes held continually in cold storage and ce llar at 
Alliance : DI , cold storage; Dl 6, cellar storage in 1932-33; DIA and D16A 
in 1933-34. In this and later figures broken lines indicate cold storage. 
early part of May. The cellar temperature generally started to rise above 
40 ° F. about the middle of April , but weight losses were not greatly 
accelerated until after the middle of May, by which time sprout develop-
ment was well under way, and total weight loss amounted to 9.5 per cent 
in years of least loss and 14 per cent in years of greatest loss. During the 
next month or five weeks, weight loss was very greatly accelerated by loss 
of water through the rapidly growing sprouts and the rotting of tubers. 
By the end of the storage season (June 20-26) the weight losses were 
3 Roman numerals refer to tables in the rea r tha t contain detailed weight-loss records. 
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between 16 and 18 per cent. The extensive sprout growth at this date 
amounted to 7.6 to 9.6 per cent of the original weight of tubers stored, 
and rotten or partly rotted tubers weighed an additional 0.9 to 4.5 per 
cent The sound tubers suitable for seed in the spring of 1933 amounted 
to only 69.7 per cent of the weight stored the previous fall and 73.8 per 
cent in the spring of 1934, or a gross shrinkage of 30 to 26 per cent. 
The greater losses in 1932-33 were due to the small size of the tubers 
and to some damage ( especially feathering, i.e., loss of outer "skin" or 
"periderm") to the tubers before storage in grading them to remove the 
potatoes below 1 ½ inches in diameter. Because of this condition these 
potatoes continued to lose weight at a more rapid rate for a longer period 
in the fall and then in the spring a considerably higher percentage rotted. 
Potatoes placed into cold storage immediately after harvesting lost 
weight more slowly than those in cellar storage, although with the 
relatively mature tubers used in 1933 there was little difference in the 
losses in cellar and cold storage until after May 15; in fact, the weight 
losses were practically identical from April 1 to May 15, 1934. After May 
15 the losses were accelerated a great deal with the cellar storage but only 
a little with cold storage. With the more immature and damaged tubers 
of the 1932 crop the cold storage lot continued to lose weight at almost 
the same rate throughout the entire season, there being no great flattening 
of the curve in midwinter. This, together with the very high percentage 
of rotten tubers (Table 2) and the shriveled appearance of the sound 
tubers in June (Fig. 6), suggests that these were never adequately protected 
by either or both a normal or wound periderm. Later studies have revealed 
that with continual cold storage wounds suberize but never develop a 
wound periderm. 
In cold storage sprouts did not develop. Upon removal from cold 
storage on June 10 the buds in the eyes appeared to have changed very 
little if any since October. The sound tubers at planting time in June 
amounted to between 80 and 87 per cent of the fall weight. After being 
held in the cellar for two weeks sprout growth was just commencing. 
TIME OF PLACING POT A TOES INTO COLD STORAGE 
According to the results of some workers, freshly dug tubers may be 
seriously damaged by subjecting them to low temperatures. They report 
that the appearance of the tubers is damaged, the table quality is impaired, 
storage losses are increased, and seed value is somewhat lowered (15, 16, 
17, 22). They report that damage is more severe with immature than 
with mature tubers, a fact of importance to the high plains potato growers 
who raise Triumph potatoes that are frequently quite immature when 
harvested. Because of the high cost of fall cold storage, etc., it was deemed 
advisable to determine the effect of beginning the cold storage at various 
dates. 
The rate of weight loss was definitely and promptly decreased when-
ever a lot of potatoes was moved from the cellar to cold storage (Fig. 5, 
TABLE 2.-Effect of time of transferring potatoes from cellar to cold storage upon total weight loss and condition 
of tubers at the end of storage period. 
I I 
Weights in late June as percentages of Percentages of tot.ii weight when I Date into I Mean Me:tn original October wei ght so n ed 1n Lite June Lot No. co ld storage relative I Sprout mdex 
when sorted storage temperature humidity 
I I I I I Sound Sprouts Rot Total Sou nd Sprouts Rot 
op_ P. ct . P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. 
SEASON OF 1931-32 . (OUT OF COLD STORAGE JUNE 8; SORTED JUNE 24) 
ll I Oct. 3 86.9 2.2 0.3 89.4 97. 1 2.5 0.4 6---
[) 3 Oct. IO 87.9 1.0 0.9 89.8 97.9 I.I 1.0 6 
I) 8 Nov . I Not recorded for a 11 87.7 0.5 0.6 88 .8 98.7 0.6 0.7 6 
l) 9 Apr il 1 of the seaso n 85.3 1.6 1.0 87 .9 97.1 1.8 I.I 6+ 
Dl9 May 15 80. 1 4.3 1.7 86.1 93.0 5.0 2.0 8 
0 16 Cellar 72.4 8.5 2.3 83.2 87.1 IO.I 2.8 IO 
SEASON OF 1932-33 . (OUT OF COLD STORAGE JU NE IO; SORTED JU NE 26) 
DI Oct. 4 39.6 87.7 80 .0 0.0 7.4 87.4 91.5 0.0 8.5 2 
D 3 Oct. 15 40 .3 87 .4 77 .4 1.4 7.5 86.3 89.4 1.8 8.8 4 
I) 8 Nov. l 40.4 86.9 79 .1 1.9 5.5 86.5 9 1.5 2.2 6.3 5 
D 9 April I 41.3 86 .1 80 .2 1.9 3.4 85.5 93.8 2.2 4.0 6 
DIO May 1 41.8 86 .1 79.6 2.4 3.5 85.5 93.0 2.8 4.2 7-
Dl6 Celb.r 43.6 £6.1 69.7 7.6 4.5 81.8 85.2 9.3 5.5 8 
SEASON OF 1933-34 . (OUT OF COLD STORAGE JU NE 10; SORTE D JUNE 19) 
DI Oct. 3 40.5 85.9 £6.9 0.0 1.5 88 .4 98.3 0.0 1.7 2 
D 3 Oct. 15 40.8 85.5 87.3 0.0 2.0 89.3 97.8 0.0 2.2 2 
D8 Nov. I 40 .9 85.6 87.7 0.0 1.8 89 .5 98 .0 0.0 2.0 3 
D 9 Apri l I 41.5 82.3 88.2 0.2 1.0 89.4 98.6 0.3 I.I 4+ 
DIO May 15 42.5 82.0 83.7 4.5 0.7 88.9 94 .2 5.1 0 .7 7+ 
Dl6 Cella r 44.3 86.9 73.8 9.6 0.9 · 84.3 87.5 11.4 I.I IO 
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Table I-III). T en or twelve days after harvest the weight loss was con-
siderably greater in the cellar than in cold storage (D3 or 16 and Dl ) 4 • 
As the storage season advanced, the immediate cold-storage lot lost more 
weight than the one brought in after ten days of cellar storage. Conse-
quently by late winter the storage losses of the latter were less than when 
potatoes were put in cold storage at once. When cold storage was delayed 
I I 
WEIGHT LOSS 
POTATOES PLACED IN COLD STORAGE 
ON DIFFERENT DATES 
STORAGE SEASON OF 1932- 1933 
D16 
4 15 1 15 1 15 1 1 1 1 15 15 1 10 20 26 
OClOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUA.RY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 
DATES UPON WHICH TUBERS WERE WEIGHED 
FIG. 5.- Effect of placing potatoes in cold storage on different dates upon the 
loss of weight, in 1932-33, when harvested on October 4. Lots were placed 
into cold storage as fo llows: Dl, Oct. 4; D3, Oct. 15; D8, Oct. 31; D9, Apr. 
l; D10, May 1. All lots transferred back to cellar on June 10. Lot D1 6 was 
in the cellar continually. 
until the end of four weeks ( when cold storage was only 2 to 3 degrees 
lower than cellar storage), the weight losses continued to be greater than 
when potatoes were moved at the end of ten or twelve days, but by spring 
the loss was sometimes less than with continual cold storage (D8). 
By moving potatoes from the cellar to cold storage on April 1 (D9) 
the great acceleration in loss of weight occurring in the spring with con-
tinual cellar storage was avoided and final weight loss was only 1.1 to 1.9 
per cent greater than with continual cold storage. The percentage of sound 
tubers in late June was essentially the same as when cold storage was used 
in the fall, the percentage of loss due to rot was generally less, and sprout 
growth was slightly and desirably more advanced. 
By delaying cold storage until May 1 or May 15 (D10) total weight 
loss was checked almost as much as with April 1 transfer but the net 
Parenthetica l letters and numbers refer to storage treatments . 
CELLAR AND COLD STORAGE OF SEED POTATOES 15:i 
percentage of sound potatoes was less, because _ of the more 
sprout development and slightly more rotting Fig. 6, Table 2). 
advanced 
On the basis of net =~-----.:'----..,....-~--=-
weight of sound potatoes 
and the extent of sprout 
growth at planting time, 
all cold-storage treatments 
were superior to cellar stor-
age but the gains, if any, 
by the use of cold storage 
prior to April 1 were too 
small to warrant such prac-
tice. Cold storage as late as 
May 15, while preferable to 
cellar storage, was less de-
sirable than slightly earlier 
transfer (Fig. 7). 
In comparative field 
plats the emergence of 
plants from seed potatoes 
placed in cold storage at 
early dates was not greatly 
influenced if they were re-
moved from cold storage 
two or more weeks before 
planting time (Table 3). 
However, sometimes plants 
emerged more slowly from 
tubers placed in cold stor-
age in May or early June 
than from those placed in 
cold storage at an earlier 
date. When cold storage 
was prolonged until just a 
few days before planting, 
emergence was slightly 
slower with early or longer 
than with late or short cold 
FIG. 6.-Sprout development June 26, 1933, 
on tubers placed in cold storage on different 
dates and transferred to ce ll ar on June 10. 
Lots as arranged from top to bottom were 
placed in cold storage as fo llows: D l , Oct. 
4; D3, Oct. 15 ; D8, Oct. 31; D9, Apr. l ; 
Dl0, May I. Lot Dl6 was in the cellar 
continually. 
storage. Emergence was much delayed when potatoes were put in cold 
storage as late as June 1 to 4. It was generally slower after continual cellar 
than after spring cold storage. 
The final stands of plants were improved by using cold storage on or 
before May 1 to 15 and were best of all when cold storage was used on 
or before April 1. The use of cold storage directly after digging did not 
seem detrimental to stands. Lots held in continual cellar storage produced 
poorer stands than all lots placed in cold storage except those transferred 
in early June, which definitely produced the poorest of all stands. 
TABLE 3.-Field performance of seed potatoes that were placed in and taken out of cold storage on different dates. 
Time I into cold Plants 
storage emerging 
early :. 
Removed from cold slOrage early June 
Final stand I Mean stems I Mean yie ld I 
of plants per plant per acre 
No. I size 
tubers 
P.ct. P.ct . No. Bu. P.ct. 
Sept. 28 
Oct. 10 
Nov. 12 
April 1 
May 15 
June 1 
Cellar only 
SEASON OF 1928-29. (HARVESTED SEPTEMBER 26; OUT OF 
No early plantings made 
Removed from cold storage late June 
Plants 
emerging 
early 
P.ct . 
Final stand 
of plants 
P.ct . 
COLD STORAGE 
(3-42) ' 
JUNE 23; 
(3-42) 
90.5 57.9 
32.5 
39.7 
41.3 
54.0 
54.8 
61.1 
92.1 
89.7 
92.9 
71.4 
69.0 
84.1 
I Mean seems Mean yield per plant per acre 
No 
PLANTED JUNE 
(3-42) 
4.8 
4.4 
3.8 
3.7 
4.6 
5.1 
4.5 
Bu. 
25) 
(5-42) 
123.0 
118.2 
127.3 
124.4 
117.2 
114.3 
111.4 
SEASON OF 1929-30. 
(3-55) 
90.1 
72.3 
66.5 
74.4 
58.2 
(HARVESTED OCTOBER I ; OUT OF COLD STORAGE JUNE AND JUNE 15; PLANTED JUNE 25) 
Oct. 4 
Nov. 6 
March 1 
April I 
May 1 
June 1 
Cellar only 
Oct. 6 
Oct. 24 
May 7 
June 4 
Cellar only 
(3-55)' 
41.8 
15.5 
18.2 
18.2 
25.0 
12.7 
(2-55) (15-55) (4-55) 
3.29 327.3 96.2 
2 .66 322. 7 98 .6 
2.42 279.7 95.7 
2.70 286.0 96.7 
3.27 253.3 95.6 
49.2 3.08 223.0 96.3 
(3-55) 
4.6 
1.4 
2.7 
31.4 
6.8 
1.4 
12.7 
(3-55) (2-55) 
73.8 3.41 
84.4 3.09 
78.2 2.98 
74.5 3.28 
66.7 3.43 
38.2 3.46 
49.2 3.08 
SEASON OF 1930-31. (HARVESTED OCTOBER 4· OUT OF COLD STORAGE JUNE 25; PLANTED JUNE 27) 
(8-55) (8-55) (8-55) 
5.0 80.0 2.56 
No early plantings made 11.8 80.9 2.74 
21.4 82.7 3.40 
13.2 27.3 3.30 
24.6 71.8 2.87 
(15-55) 
280.7 
266.0 
300.6 
288.7 
284.0 
179.0 
223 .0 
(8-55) 
81.7 
84.0 
83 .0 
72.3 
73.7 
No. 1 size 
tubers 
P.ct. 
(3-42) 
67.8 
73.1 
78.7 
80.0 
83.1 
72.0 
68.1 
(4-55) 
96.2 
96.5 
96.4 
97.1 
96.4 
96.1 
96.3 
(8-55) 
61.8 
66.6 
51.7 
63.9 
55.4 
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TABLE 3.-( Continued). 
SEASON OF 1931-32. (HARVESTED OCTOBER 3; OUT OF COLD STO RAGE JUNE 8 AND 23; PLANTED JUNE 26) () t'1 (6-55) 2 (6-55) (4-55) (12-55) (4-55) (6-55) (6-55) (4-55) (12-55) (4-55) t"' t"' Oct. 3 25.2 97 .4 3.76 53.3 29.6 ;,,. 
Oct. 10 30.4 96.S 4.22 54.S 25.7 13.7 97.7 3.73 55 .0 26.5 ?" 
Nov. I 26.3 97. 1 4.40 52.6 36.8 ;,,. 
Apri l 1 23 .1 98.5 4.60 57.3 31.4 11.1 95.3 3.45 55.3 36 .9 z 
May IS 32.5 94 .2 4.40 56.7 43.2 28.1 97.7 3.81 57 .7 39 .9 t, 
Cellar o nly 26.9 93.3 4.62 54.3 34.4 26 .9 93.3 4.62 54.3 34.4 () 
0 
SEASON OF 1932-33. (HARVESTED OCTOBER 4; OUT OF COLD STORAGE JUNE 10 AND 20; PLANTED JUNE 30) t"' 
t, (3-55) 2 (3-55) 
VJ Oct. 4 38.2 
-l Oct. IS 46.7 57.6 0 
Nov. I 73.9 Crop fai lure; no yie lds recorded Crop fail ure; no yields recorded ~ Apri l I 37.0 64.9 C) 
May I 43.0 35.8 t'1 
Cel lar only 34 .2 34 .2 0 
"1 
SEASON OF 1933-34 . (HARVESTED OCTOBER 3; OUT OF COLD STORAGE JUNE 10 AND 19; Pl.ANTED JUNE 24) VJ (4-55) 2 (4-55) (4-55) (16-55) (8-55) (4-55) (4-55) (4-55) (16-55) (8-55) t'1 t'1 Oct. 3 41.8 79.9 2. 89 19.0 21.1 t, 
Oct. IS 43.6 81.0 2.46 20 .8 29 .1 26.8 79.3 2.45 18.7 25 .9 
Nov. I 43.2 76.3 3.13 21.3 23.2 "d 
Apri l 1 44 .6 77.8 3.12 20.4 29.7 26.4 76.4 2.94 19.4 26.5 0 
-l May 15 35.9 74.3 3.02 20.0 29.8 36.4 78.2 3.22 20.5 26.5 ;,,. 
Ce llar only 15.2 58.9 3.41 15.9 28.3 15.2 
-l 
58.9 3.41 15.9 28.3 0 t'1 
1 Represents, as percentages of seed pieces, plants eme rging two weeks after planting. "' 
Number of plats and number of plants per p lat. This system is fo llowed in other similar tab les . 
..... 
'-l 
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There was a general tendency for the number of stems per seed piece 
to increase as cellar storage was prolonged, i.e., when the transfer to cold 
storage was delayed. Frequently there was a slightly smaller number of 
stems with continual cellar storage than when the transfer was made in 
the spring. 
Total yields produced by seed potatoes placed in cold storage as late 
as April 1 or even May 15 were practically as great as those from potatoes 
transferred to cold storage in the fa ll. The cold-storage lots almost always 
yielded more than lots continuously in cellar storage. Lots shifted to cold 
storage as late as June 1 to 4 and left there until a few days before planting 
in late June generally yielded least of all. The use of cold storage at any 
period did not seem to have caused any difference in percentage of No. 1 
tubers in the succeeding crop. 
TIME INTO COLD STORAGE 
AVERAGE OF THREE SEASONS -ALL LOTS HARVESTED OC TOBER 2 ·-3 
LOT 
NO 
ME T HOD OF STORAGE WEIGHT ON JUNE 20 AS 
DI IN TO COLD STORAGE OCT . 3 
D3 INTO COLD STORAGE OCT. 10 4 . 
D6 INTO COLD STORAGE NOV . I 64 . 6 
D9 INTO COLD STORAGE APRIL I 4. 
DIO INTO COLD STORAGE MAY 15 61.2 
Dl6 CELLAR CONTINUOUSLY 
20 40 60 
- SOUND D sPROUTS ~ ROT l!iil!llwT. LOST 
FIG. 7.- Effect of placing potatoes in cold storage on different dates expressed as 
a three-year average of the percentages that sound tubers, sprouts, and rotted 
tubers at plantiug time in Ju ne were of the orig inal we ights put into storage, 
as well as th e percentage of weight that was lost. 
When considering weight loss in storage, percentage of sound tubers 
and degree of sprout development at planting time, as well as stand of 
plants and yield of tubers harvested in comparative trials, it seems that 
(a) the use of cold storage within a few weeks or immediately after 
harvest generally caused increased losses by rotting but was not detrimental 
to yields the following year; (b) the use of cold storage beginning about 
the time storage cellars start to warm up in the spring, i.e., April or early 
May, was the most desirable and economical procedure; ( c) cold storage 
starting at any time except after sprout growth was well advanced ( early 
June was preferable to continual cellar storage. 
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TIME OF REMOVING POTATOES FROM COLD STORAGE 
Some potato growers have made considerable effort to get potatoes into 
cold storage or to lower the cellar temperature very quickly, after harvest-
ing, for the purpose of preventing water loss, which takes place more 
rapidly at the higher temperatures. One group of tests was outlined to 
determine the merits of such early cold storage and to determine the con-
sequences of transferring potatoes from the cold storage to cellar storage 
at various intervals throughout the winter. In view of some of the recently 
developed facts concerning the value of high temperatures (55 ° to 75 ° F.) 
for wound healing and the detrimental effect of low temperatures upon 
newly harvested tubers, all the potatoes of this phase were held in the 
cellar for seven days in 1931, eleven days in 1932, and twelve days in 1933 
before transferring them to cold storage. The difference between the cellar 
and cold storage temperature was greater in October, 1932, than in 1933. 
a: 
0 
~ 
0 
w 
Q ~ I 
\ EFFECT OF TIME OF REMOVAL FROM 1COLD STORAGE 
\, UPON TOTAL WEIGHT LOSS 
{ , SEASON 1932 -1933 
\' - "' ,m " CCUAO nas, ,0 """ ; c_--~~--
·~ ~--';---__ . i 
i5 
u 10 ·~ ,~-~G--~---"-~~~ ~ · 02 5 " 
"' ~
w 
f-g 
f2 
:;: 
'3 
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I 
Q 
~ s K) 
20 3 7 15 
OCTOBER 
~:~ ~ 
~ · 
1 1530 15 l i 1 115 
NOVEMBER DECEMBER J.t>.NUARY f"EBRUA.RY MARCH APRIL 
DATES UPON WHICH TUB~RS WERE WEIGHED 
l 15 
MAY 
1102026 
JUNE. 
FIG. 8.-Effect of removing potatoes from cold storage on different dates upon the 
loss of weight in 1932-33. All lots in the cellar from Oct. 4 till Oct. IS , when 
transferred to cold storage, from which they were removed as follows: D2 , 
June 20; D3 , June 10 ; D5 , Apr. l; D13, Dec. 1. Lot D16 was in the cellar 
continuall y. 
The rate of weight loss decreased promptly when potatoes were moved 
from the cellar to cold storage in October and then increased when potatoes 
were transferred back to the cellar on different dates (Fig. 8). The weight 
loss of the lot removed on December 1 (D13) became greater than that 
of the lot continuously in the cellar (D16). By April or May of 1933 and 
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1934 the total loss exceeded 
that of the continually cel-
lar-stored lot (Tables I, II, 
lII). This greater loss from 
these lots removed from 
cold storage on December 
1 was due to a great in-
crease in the percentage of 
rotted potatoes (Table 4, 
Fig. 10). Sprout growth by 
spring was much the same 
(Fig. 9) as with continual 
cellar storage but the per-
centage of sound potatoes 
was less. 
When removal from 
cold storage was delayed 
until April 1, May, or early 
June D5 D4, D3), the 
rate of loss was accelerated, 
but the percentage of sound 
potatoes at planting time 
increased as removal to the 
cellar was delayed. All lots 
in cold storage except the 
one removed December 1 
had a higher percentage of 
sound potatoes than those 
in the cellar continuously. 
This increase in weight of 
sound tubers by prolonging 
cold storage was due to a 
corresponding decrease in 
sprout growth. The per-
centage of rot varied, but 
was always very low with 
the lot left in cold storage 
Pl6 
1)5 
D2 
FIG. 9.-Sprout development June 26, 1933, on 
tubers removed from cold storage on different 
dates . Lot D 16 at the top was in the cellar con-
tinually. The other lots as arranged from top to 
bottom were removed from cold storage as fol-
lows: Dl3, Dec. l; DS, Apr. I ; D4, May l; 
D3, June 10; D2 , June 20. 
until June 20 or 23. The low temperature inhibited the growth of 
the rot-producing organisms. However, after several weeks at higher 
temperatures, as with lots removed to cellar on June 10 and May 15 
(D3, D4), there was a considerable amount of rotting. 
From the standpoint of preservation of seed potatoes, cold storage be-
ginning in the fall was undesirable unless it could be continued well into 
the month of June. However, it was less desirable than placing potatoes 
in cold storage as late as May 15 (DlO, Table 2). 
TABLE 4.-Effect of time of removing potatoes from cold storage upon total weight loss and condition of tubers at the 
end of the storage season. 
I I 
Date 
Mean Weight in late June as percentage of original Percentage of total weight when removed I Mean I Ocwber weight soncd in bte June \ Sprout index Lot No. storage relative from when sorted 
storage tempera ture humidity I Sound ] Sprouts I Rot Tota l Sound / Sproul s I Rot 
Deg. P. P. ct. P.ct. P.ct. P. ct. P. ct. P. ct . P. ct. P.ct. 
SEASON OF 193 1-32. (HARVESTED OCTOBER 3; INTO COLD STORAGE OCTOBER 10; SORTED JUNE 24) 
D16 Cellar 72.4 8.5 2.3 83.2 87.0 10.2 2.8 10-
D13 Dec. I 69.8 9.8 4.3 83.9 83.2 11.7 5. 1 10 
D 5 April l Not reco rded for 75.7 8.7 1.4 85.8 88.2 10.2 1.6 9+ D 4 May 15 all of season 82.2 4.7 0.6 87.5 84.0 5.3 0.7 7-
D 3 June 8 87 .9 1.0 0.9 89.8 97.9 I.I 1.0 6 D 2 June 23 90. 1 0.0 0.0 90. 1 100.0 0.0 0.0 2 
SEASON OF 1932-33. (HARVESTED OCTOBER 4; INTO COLD STORAGE OCTOBER 15; SORTED JU NE 26) 
D16 Cellar 43.6 86 .1 69.7 7.6 4.5 81.8 85.2 9.3 5.5 8 
D13 Dec. 1 42.7 87. 1 63.7 5.7 11.3 80.7 78.9 7.1 14.0 10 
D 5 April I 42.5 86.7 74.4 5.3 4.6 84.3 88.2 6.3 5.5 7 D 4 May I 41.6 84.0 74.7 4.5 4.8 84.0 88.9 5.4 5.7 5 D 3 June 10 40.3 87.4 77.4 1.4 7.5 86.3 89. 1 1.6 8.7 4+ D2 June 20 38.9 87.4 81.1 0.0 6.6 87.7 92.5 0.0 7.5 0 
SEASON OF 1933-34. (HARVESTED OCTOBER 3; INTO COLD STORAGE OCTOBER 15; SORTED JUNE 19) 
D16 Cellar 44.3 86.9 73 .8 9.6 0.9 84.3 87.6 11.4 1.0 IO Dl3 Dec. 1 43.9 85 .4 75 .1 9.5 0.5 85. 1 88.3 11.2 0.5 10 D 5 April I 43.6 85 .5 77 .0 7.5 0.9 85.4 90.1 8.8 I.I 9+ D 4 May 15 42 .6 85.7 81.0 5.0 1.8 87 .8 92.2 5.7 2.1 7 D 3 June 10 40.8 85.5 87.3 0.0 2.0 89 .3 97.8 0.0 2.2 2 D 2 June 19 40.1 85 .5 87.8 0.0 1.0 88 .8 98.9 o.o I.I I 
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In the comparative field tests, emergence was quite generally most 
rapid with those lots that were removed from cold storage during the 
early part of June (T able 5). The tubers removed at this time had a 
TA BLE 5.-Field perfo rmance of seed potatoes that were removed from 
Time out of I 
co ld storage 
(HARVESTED 
Cellar only 
April l 
May l 
June I 
June 23 
(HARVESTED 
Cellar only 
March 1 
Apri l 1 
J\fay I 
June I 
June 15 
(HARVESTED 
Cellar only 
April 4 
May 7 
June 3 
Ju ne 20 
June 25 
(HARVESTED 
Cellar only 
Dec. 1 
April I 
May IS 
June 10 
June 20 
(HARVESTED 
Cellar only 
Dec. 1 
Apri l I 
May 2 
June IO 
Ju ne 20 
( HARVE-STED 
Cellar on ly 
Dec. l 
Ap ril I 
May 15 
Ju ne 10 
June 19 
cold storage on different dates. 
Sprout 
I 
Percentage I I Mean 
I index of plants Final stand number of Mean tota l No. 1 size before emerging of plants stems per yield. Bu . tubers sorting ea rly Per cent p lant per acre Per cent 
SEASON OF 1928-29 
SEPT . 26; INTO COLD STORAGE OCT. 4; SORTED JUNE 23; PLA NTED JUNE 25) 
9+ 
8+ 
6 
s+ 
3 
OCT. I ; INTO 
9 
7+ 
7 
7-
6 
1-
OCT . 4; INTO 
Not 
recorded 
OCT . 3; INTO 
10-
10 
9+ 
7-
6 
2 
OCT. 4; INTO 
8 
IO 
7 
s 
4 
0 
OCT . 3 · INTO 
10 
IO 
9+ 
7 
3 
I 
(3-42) 1 (3-42) (3-42) (S-42) (3-42) 
61.1 84. 1 4.S 111.4 68.1 
50.0 72.2 5 .4 130.6 69.6 
51.6 83.3 5.0 121.S 67.S 
61.9 92.l 4.7 111.4 73 .8 
78 .6 94.4 4.6 129.2 76.6 
SEASON OF 1929-30 
COLD STORAGE OCT . 10; SORTED JUNE 15; PLANTED JUNE 25) 
(3-55) 1 (3-55) (2-55) (15-55) (4-55) 
25.0 60.0 3.08 223.0 96.3 
23 .6 79.4 3.54 294.0 95 .2 
38.2 82.3 3 .86 296.0 94 .8 
40.S 89.6 3 .29 302.3 95 .2 
41.8 91.8 3.29 327.3 96.2 
4.6 71.4 3.41 280.7 96.2 
SEASO:'/ OF 1930-31 
COLD STORAGE OCT . 24; SORTED JUNE 20; PLANTED JUNE 27) 
(8-55) 1 (8-55) (8-55) (8-55) (8-55) 
24 .6 71.8 2.87 73 .7 55.4 
23.4 76.4 3.48 66.3 56.4 
10.7 51.8 2.92 55.0 56.1 
34 .7 78 .2 2.90 82.7 62.4 
27.S 99.0 2.68 87.3 53.l 
11.7 80 .9 2.74 84 .0 61.8 
SEASON OF 1931-32 
COLD STORAGE OCT. IO; SORTED JUNE 24; PLANTED JUNE 26) 
(6-55) 1 (6-55) (4-55) (12-55) (4-55) 
26.9 93 .3 4.62 54.3 34.4 
30.9 93.3 4.44 55.7 39.S 
28 .4 98 .8 4.27 49.7 26.8 
20.8 99. 1 4.35 51.7 29 .8 
30.4 96.5 4.22 53 .8 21.8 
13 .7 94.7 3.73 55.0 20.S 
SEASON OF 1932 -33 
COLD STORAGE OCT. 15 ; SORTED JUNE 26; PLANTED JUNE 30) 
(3-55) 1 
34 .2 
24.2 
27.3 Crop fai lure; 
38.2 no yields recorded 
46.7 
57.6 
SEASON OF 1933-34 
COLD STORAGE OCT. 15; SORTED JUNE 19; PLANT ED 
(4-55) 1 (4-55) (4-55) (16.55) 
14 .l 58.9 3.41 15.9 
25.0 61.5 3. 14 16.3 
28.2 60.7 3.20 16.2 
33 .2 71.7 3.49 18.2 
43.6 81.0 2.46 20.8 
26.8 79.3 2.45 18.7 
JUNE 24) 
(8-55) 
34.9 
32.7 
29.9 
27.7 
29.1 
25.9 
1 Numbers in pa re ntheses refer to number of plats a nd plants concerned . 
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sprout index of 3 to 6, indicating that growth processes in the tuber had 
become very active but that none of the sprouts were over one inch in 
length. Such sprout growth had not yet caused m uch tuber shriveling, 
and the rate of weight loss had just begun to increase as a result of the 
transfer to the wa rmer temperature (Fig. 8). Little water or dry matter 
was lost from the tubers, because only a few of the sprouts and little of 
the weight was removed in preparing the seed potatoes for planting. When 
sprout growth was less advanced, as in the lots removed from cold storage 
only a few days before planting (index O to 2), emergence was slower 
than with any other treatment except in the year 1928-29, when it was 
most advanced . In that year the cold-storage temperature had been raised 
to 45 ° F. during the last three weeks and sprout growth that year war-
ranted an index of 3. 
LOT 
NO. 
o re 
0 13 
05 
D4 
03 
02 
TIME OUT O F COLD S TORAGE 
AVERAGE OF THREE SEASONS -ALL LOTS HARVESTED OC TOBER 2 -3 
METHOD OF STORAGE WEI GHT ON JUN E 2 0 AS PER CEN T OF OCT. W 
CELLAR CONT INUOUSLY 
COLD STORAGE OCT. 15 - DE C . I 
COLD STO RAGE OC T . 15 - A PR . I 
COLD STORA GE OCT . 15 - MAY 15 
COLD STORAGE OC T . 15-JUNE 10 
COLD STORAGE OCT. 15-JUNE 20 
- SOUND 
I I I 
72. 
69.5 
7 5 . 7 
70 ' 
4 . -
,n6 3 
I I I 
2 0 4 0 6 0 
IZ::JSPROUTS ~ RO T 
2 .5 -;_ 
8 .5 vM' l 7. 0'sl. 
-e·_3 fs.4W i6 a)lls 
2 .3 , 
7 .2VR?l4 82 
2. 4 " 
n ~ 
0. 8 ~ 
/kl l.5'5'. 
t3_ 5 
11.2, 
2,5 _; 
8 0 
B w T . LOST 
FIG. 10.-Effect of removing potatoes from cold storage on d iffe rent dates ex-
pressed as three-year averages of the percentages that sound tubers, sprouts, 
and rotted tubers at planting time in June were of the orig inal we ights put 
into storage, as well as the pe rcentage of weight lost. 
There was a tendency for emergence of plants from lots removed before 
early June to be delayed in proportion to the earliness of the removal from 
cold storage. The plants from the continually cellar-stored tubers were 
among the slowest to emerge. The earlier the tubers were removed, the 
greater was the sprout index. The delayed emergence may have been due 
to the weakening of the seed pieces through loss of a large amount of 
water and dry matter or to the greatly inhibited development of the buds 
remaining after these large sprouts were removed prior to planting. In 
seasons with adverse moisture conditions at planting time, such as 1930 
and 1931 , it was especially advantageous to have sprouting under way, and 
even an excessive development of sprouts resulted in prompter emergence 
than a lack of sprout development. 
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Best stands were generally procured from those lots left in cold storage 
until into June, with early June removal being more desirable than removal 
later in June. There was a reduction in stand in the direction of early 
removal from cold storage. All indications are that when sprout growth 
is in the condition indicated by index factors 3 to 6, stands will be con-
siderably better than when they range above or below that value. 
The number of stems produced per seed piece was generally greatest 
with those removed from cold storage in April or early May, and then 
generally decreased as cold storage was prolonged. Tubers continually in 
cellar storage produced fewer stems than those in cold storage for part 
of the time but frequently more than those in cold storage until very late. 
Yield differences were not very great and few of them were significant. 
There was a tendency for yields from lots held in cold storage until June 
to be greater than from those removed earlier, and more definitely for 
yields from tubers stored only in the cellar to be less than those in cold 
storage. The higher yields were generally associated with the better stands. 
There did not seem to be any relation between date of removal from 
cold storage and percentage of No. 1-size tubers. 
When cold storage was used in the fall, the best practice for preserving 
potatoes for late planting seemed to be to continue cold storage until early 
June because of: (a) less loss of weight; (b) sprout growth being at ideal 
stage; (c) earlier emergence; (d) better stands; (e) slightly higher yields. 
Continuance of cold storage in the spring until sprouting commenced in 
the cellar appeared preferable to continual cellar storage, but cold storage 
until December or March or April 1 ( when sprout growth had not yet 
started) seemed to be less desirable than cellar storage. This was because 
of the increased weight losses resulting from rot in addition to practically 
the same amount of sprout growth occurring with continual cellar storage. 
The most desirable of these treatments did not give results superior to 
those secured by use of a short period of cold storage in the spring. It 
may have been equally as good a method as using cold storage starting 
May 1 or 15, but was not as desirable as when cold storage was started 
April 1. 
WARMING UP POTATOES THAT HAD BEEN IN COLD STORAGE 
It has been shown that respiration is greatly accelerated when potatoes 
a re moved from a low to a higher temperature 13) and when they are 
cut or bruised (1, 12, 14). This indicates that a rather abrupt increase in 
physiological activity occurs when potatoes are taken out of cold storage, 
cut, and then planted in warm soil. Because of this and also to give seed 
potatoes an opportunity to begin sprouting before planting time, some 
potatoes were removed to the cellar from cold storage on June 8 or 10, 
while others were left in until June 19 or 20. 
The additional ten days of cold storage always resulted in a higher 
percentage of sound tubers, less sprouting, and generally slightly less 
rotting by the time the potatoes were prepared for planting (Table 6, Fig. 
TABLE 6.-Effect of a short and long warming-up" period upon total weight loss and con dition of tubers at the end 
of the storage period when they had been placed in cold storage on different dates. 
I 
I 
I 
Percentage of tota l weight 
I 
Percentage of origina l weight 
Period in co ld I Mean I 
Mean I Sp rout index Lot No. relative when sorted in late June ,vhen sorted in late June storage storage when sorted humidity I temp. Sound I Sprouts I Rot I Totul Sound I Sprou ts I Rot 
Deg. F. P.ct. 
SEASON OF 1931-32. (HARVESTED OCTOBER 3; SORTED JUNE 24) 
D 3 Oct. IO to June 8 87.9 1.0 0.9 89 .8 97.9 I.I 1.0 6 
D 2 Oct. 10 to June 20 90.1 0.0 0.0 90.1 100.0 0.0 0.0 2 
D 9 Apri l l to Jupe 8 Not recorded 85.3 1.6 1.0 87 .9 97.1 1.8 I.I 6+ 
Dl l Apri l 1 to June 20 ~tl l of seaso n 87.9 0.0 0.0 87.9 100.0 0.0 0.0 3 
Dl0 May 15 to June 8 80. 1 4.3 1.7 86. 1 93.0 5.0 2.0 8 
Dl2 May 15 to Ju ne 20 85 .0 0.9 0.8 86 .7 98. 1 1.0 0.9 7 
SEASON OF 1932-33. (HARVESTED OCTOBER 4; SORTED JUNE 26) 
D 3 Oct. 15 to June 10 40.3 87.4 77.4 1.4 7.5 86.3 89.1 1.6 8.7 4 
D 2 Oct. 15 to June 20 38 .9 87 .4 81.1 0.0 6.6 87.7 92.5 0.0 7.5 0 
D 9 Apri l 1 to June 10 41.3 86 .I 80 .2 1.9 3.4 85.5 93.8 2.2 4.0 6-
Dl l Apri l l to June 20 40.0 86 .6 84.7 0.1 3.6 88.4 95.8 0. 1 4.1 2 
Dl0 May 1 to June 10 41.8 86 .1 79 .6 2.4 3.5 85.5 93 .1 2.8 4.1 7-
Dl2 May 1 to June 20 40.5 86.1 79 .8 0.2 6. 1 86. 1 92.7 0.2 7.1 4 
SEASON OF 1933-34. (HARVESTED OCTOBER 3; SORTED JUNE 19) 
D 3 Oct. 15 to Ju ne 10 40.8 85.5 87.3 0.0 2.0 89 .3 97.8 0.0 2.2 2 
D2 Oct. 15 to June 19 40.l 85.5 87 .8 0.0 1.0 88.8 98.9 0.0 I.I 1 
D9 Apri l I to June 10 41.5 82 .3 88.2 0.2 1.0 89.4 98.6 0.3 I.I 4 
Dll April 1 to June 19 40.8 82.7 90.0 0.0 0.5 90.5 99.5 0.0 0.5 I 
DlO May 15 to June 10 42.5 82 .0 83.7 4.5 0.7 88.9 94.2 5. 1 0.7 7+ 
Dl2 May 15 to Ju ne 19 41.7 82.0 87.5 1.3 0.7 89.5 97 .8 1.4 0.8 4 
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12). With storage continued to either date, the earlier cold storage began 
the greater was the percentage of sound potatoes . 
With tubers put in cold 
storage May 15 there was 
some sprout growth, as 
some had apparently started 
in the cellar. When re-
moved after mid-June a 
few well-developed, thick 
sprouts about one-half an 
inch long were scattered 
over the tuber but they 
were seldom in an apical 
position and other sprouts 
had done little more than 
start to grow (Figs. 6, 9, 
11). All of these treatments 
except cold storage from 
May 15 to June 10 were 
adequate to restrain sprout-
FIG. I 1.- Sprout growth on tubers in co ld stor-
age until June 20, 1933, after having been 
placed in cold storage on April I (D ll , top 
line) and May I (D12 , bottom line) . T o 
observe the effect of a warming-up period 
of 10 days upon sprout growth , compare 
these with D9 and D1 0 of Figure 6. 
ing to the extent that it should be restrained for mid- or late-June planting. 
LOT 
NO. 
D3 
D2 
D9 
D II 
DIO 
D 12 
WARMING UP PER IOD IN JUNE 
AVERAGE OF THREE SEASONS-ALL LOTS HARVESTED OCTOBER 2-3 
M ETHOD OF STORAGE W~IGHT ON JUNE 20 AS PER CENT OF OC T. Wl 
I I I 
COLD STORAGE OCT. 15 TO JUNE 8-10 84 . 2 
COLD STORAGE OCT. 15 TO JUNE 20 " 
COLD STORAGE APR. I TO JUNE 8-1 84 . 6 
COL D STORAGE APR .I TO JUNE 20 87. 5 
COLD STORAGE MAY 15 TO JUNE 8-10 81.2 
COLD 5 T OR AGE MAY 15 TO JUNE 20 84 .1 
I I I 
20 40 60 
-SOUND LJSPROUTS ~ ROT 
0.8, ,-3 . 5 
1.5 ! 
11.;,· 
1.2~ 1. 8 2.5 
j? A 
11.1 3( 
3 7 -2 0 0 .04' 1.36 
' VK l3.I ;( 
12 .62 
0 7J ' 2 .6 
80 
miWT . LOST 
FIG. Effect of a IO-day "warming up" period in the potato cell ar after potatoes 
were held in cold storage for va rious periods of time. 
Emergence in trial plats was more rapid with early than with late 
removal (Table 3). This difference was greatest with tubers placed in 
cold storage in October. With those placed in cold storage in May there 
was not a great deal of difference. 
Final stands of plants were perhaps slightly better with tubers in stor-
age until the late-June date. However, when placed in storage in October, 
removal in ea rly June commonly resulted in slightly better stands than 
removal in late June. 
CELLAR AND COLD STORAGE oF S EED P oTATOES 27 
The number of stems generally decreased with late removal. This was 
true in all years except 1930, when the lots removed late produced the 
most stems (Table 3). In 1930 sprouts were more advanced in these June 
10 lots than in those removed later and when sprouts were broken off 
fewer plants developed from the remaining buds than in the case of tubers 
that had a greater number of dormant buds as a result of longer cold 
storage. 
Total yield was not influenced significantly in the poor years of 1932, 
1933, or 1934. In 1929 late removal may have been a trifle superior. In 
1930 early removal was definitely most desirable if tubers had been in cold 
storage since October or November but less desirable if cold storage had 
begun in March, April, or May. T his is somewhat in line with the effect 
on stand. The slight yield differences in 1932 and 1934 were always in 
line with stand differences. 
TABLE 7.-Effect of early removal from cold storage upon yield from 
various tuber lines when planted on two dates at Alliance in 1931. 
Storage condition 
Tt r l: :c nuntcr 2:ncl ,1pc : 6 to ,1ason 28 I 
Early Medium Medium 
JUNE 16 PLANTING 
Cellar 126.6 155.2 119.3 129.3 127.5 
Cold storage April to June 6. 154.9 149.1 145.9 143.5 124.1 
Cold storage Apri l to June 11 125.4 152 .1 146.9 134.3 123.1 
JUNE 26 PLANTI NG 
Cellar 99.1 l06.7 I 10.7 IOI. I 82.9 
Cold stor.'.l.ge April I to June 6 140.8 134.3 137.3 125.1 l02.3 
Cold slOrage April I to June 20 137.0 137.2 106.6 87.4 76.9 
1 Plats averaged 1/ 10 acre each with early planting and 1/ 5 acre with late planting. 
Mean of 
:-di lines 
131.5 
143.5 
136.4 
100.l 
128.0 
109.2 
In 1931 when more extensive plantings were made from five strains 
that were planted on two dates, after being removed from cold storage on 
two different dates, the yields were more frequently increased by cold 
storage than they were decreased (Table 7) . Greatest gains from cold 
storage occurred when the planting was late. Removal from cold storage 
ten days before planting generally resulted in a slight gain in yield with 
June 16 planting; it did result in a gain with four out of five when planted 
June 26, and the gains were much greater. 
Evidently a few days of prewarming are sufficient. W hen sprout growth 
was well advanced in Tune or had been activated before tubers were placed 
in cold storage, then prolonged cold storage was most desirable. The 
better stands with longer cold storage were evidently the result of less 
decay in seed pieces. This may account for some of the increase in stein 
numbers, for partly decayed seed pieces produced fewer stems than sound 
seed pieces. 
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COLD STORAGE IN FALL AND SPRING wrm CELLAR STORAGE DURING
THE WINTER 
When a period of cold storage was used from October to December 
(D13), sound tubers in !ate June constituted a lower percentage of the 
original October weight than in the case of potatoes stored in the cellar 
continually (D16). This was due mostly to more rotting (Table Figs. 
13 and 15). When some of these potatoes that had been in cold storage 
until December were again placed in cold storage from April to June 8 
or 10 (D15) , the percentage of sound tubers in June was increased but 
was not as great as with lots that had been in cold storage continually 
"' 
"' g -
f-
I 
CJ 
EFFECT OF FALL AND SPRING COLD STORAGE 
UPON WEIGHT LOSS 
STORAGE SEASON OF 1932 -1933 
w - l1 
3 20L....LLU.- ....L-l.--...l.--------.., - ..,.J,,..- ---+1---+1- -----+--,,..-,- +1- +a,s- --+-*""-
OCTO ER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FE BRUARY MARCH APR IL MAY 
DATES UPON 1/v'HICH TUBERS WERE" W£1CHEO 
FIG. 13.- Effect of fa ll and spring periods of cold storage upon the loss of weight 
in 1932-33 . Lot Dl6 was in cellar continuall y, whereas other lots were in cold 
storage as follows: Dl3 , Oct. 15 to Dec. I ; DI S, Oct. 15 to Dec. I and Apr. 
I to June 10; D9, Apr. I to June 10 ; D3, Oct. 15 to June 10. 
from October to June (D3) or even as great as those in cold storage from 
only April to June 8 or 10 (D9). Although there was much variation 
from year to year the data seem to indicate that the percentage of rot was 
lowest with cold storage starting either April 1 (D9) or May 1 or 15 (D10), 
next lowest with continual cellar storage (D16), then continual cold stor-
age (D3), next when spring cold storage of tubers had been preceded by 
cold storage during the fall (D14 and D15), and greatest of all when fall 
cold storage was followed by winter and spring cellar storage (D13) . 
With cellar storage following fall cold storage the rate of weight loss 
was much more rapid than when potatoes were in the cellar continuously 
CELLAR AND COLDSTORAGE OF SEED P oTATOES 
(D13, Fig. 13) . T his ac-
celerated rate continued 
throughout the spring. It 
was checked by cold stor-
age in April or May (D15, 
D14) but not sufficiently 
to prevent greater weight 
losses than when cold stor-
age was used only in the 
spring ( D9, D10) . 
The amount of sprout 
growth was generally in 
direct proportion to the 
length of time the potatoes 
were in the cellar in the 
spring. With a period of 
fall cold storage followed 
by winter cellar storage and 
spring cold storage, there 
was more sprout growth 
than when cold storage was 
used only in the spring 
(Figs. 14 and 15). 
Lots put in cold storage 
on May 1 or 15 had more 
FIG. 14.- Sprout development June 26, 1933, 
on tubers of Lot Dl4, in cold storage 
Oct. 15 to Dec. I and May 1 to June 10; 
D15, Oct. 15 to Dec. 1 and April 1 to 
June 10; and D6, Nov. 15 to April I. 
( umber on lower line should be D6, 
not D16). 
FALL AND SPRING COLD STORAGE 
AVERA GE OF THREE SEASONS-ALL LOTS HARVESTED OCTOBER 2-3 
29 
LOT 
NO. METHOD OF STORAGE WEI GHT ON JUNE 20 AS PER CENT Of OCT. WT 
D 16 CELLAR CONT I NUOUSLY 
D 13 COLD STORAGE OCT. 15 - DEC. I 
0 15 C . S . OCT. 15 - DEC. I ; APR. I - JUNE I 
09 COLD STO RAGE APR . I - JUNE 10 
D 14 C.S . O C T . 15 - DEC .I; MAY 15-JUNEIO 
D 10 COLD STORAGE MAY 15- JUNE 10 
D 3 COLD STORAGE OCT. 15 - JUNE I 0 
1.5 
80 6 
4 . 6 
3.7 
77.6 
1.2 
- SOUND LJSPROUTS ~ ROT ~ WT. LOST 
FIG. 15.- Effect of fall and spring cold storage expressed as three-year averages 
of the percentages that sound tubers, sprouts, and rotted tubers at planting 
time in June were of the original weight put into storage as well as the per-
centage of weight lost
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rot, more sprout growth, and fewer sound potatoes than those transferred 
April 1, but the tendencies were all in the same direction. When cold 
storage was available in the spring even as late as May 1 or 15, there was 
nothing gained by using it at an earlier date. 
Stands were better when cold storage was used in the spring months 
than when it was used only in the fall or not at all. Variations in storage 
before spring had little effect upon stand if cold storage was used in the 
spring. Cold-storage lots had fewer stems per plant than cellar-stored lots, 
and the prolongation of time in cold storage may also have resulted in a 
decrease in stem numbers. Yields having been low, the differences were 
small and probably insignificant. Those from fall-cold-storage and con-
tinuakellar-storage lots seemed to be least. When cold storage was used 
only in the spring, yields were as good as with cold storage in both fall 
and spring. 
Placing potatoes in cold storage on April 1 was as satisfactory as con-
tinual cold storage, and cold storage beginning May 1 or 15 was almost 
as satisfactory. The use of a fall cold-storage period increased rotting and 
sometimes sprouting and was of no merit, especially if cold storage was 
not used again in the spring. 
CELLAR AND COLD STORAGE OF SACKED POT A TOES 
On October 9, 1933, 95 sacks of potatoes (100 pounds each), were 
placed in the cellar immediately when taken out of the field and 122 others 
were placed in cold storage. On October 19 (by which time cellar-s tored 
tubers had lost 2.3 per cent of their weight and those in cold storage had 
lost a trifle less) half of the sacks under each storage condition were shifted 
to the other condition (Table 9). 
By the early part of March the shipping season to southern seed markets 
is closed and the potatoes in cellars have not yet started to sprout. For 
that reason the various lots of potatoes were weighed, sorted, and treated 
(hot formaldehyde) and some were shifted to other storage conditions. 
After being treated with hot formaldehyde and drying, the potatoes of the 
different lots were found to have lost on an average between 0.6 and 0.7 
pounds per sack, except Lots 7 and 8, which lost 1.1 pounds net per sack. 
This loss was probably due to the washing off of dirt. After being weighed, 
half the sacks of each lot were placed under storage conditions other 
than that which they had been under. Between May 27 and June 1 all 
lots were again sorted and weighed. 
The potatoes that were in the cellar from October 9 to March (Lots 
5 and 6) and those in cold storage all of this time (Lots 1 and 2) were 
never moved until removed for sorting and formaldehyde treatment in 
March. In each case they were placed in the rear tiers in their respective 
storages
With cellar storage, weight losses had increased considerably by the 
last few days of May, due to more decay. Sprout growth was well under 
way but was not sufficiently advanced to involve much loss of material 
from the tubers. 
TABLE 8.-Efject of a period of cold storage in the fall and spring upon total weight loss, condition of tubers at planting time, and 
field per/ormance. 
I Mean Mean Percentage of orig inal weight Perce m:i.ge of tota l ~] Field performance relative into storage in late June weight when soned 0 C Tota l Time in co ld storage swr:i.ge ·- 0 Emergence I Lot No . humid ity 
Sound I Sprout I I Total Sound I Sprout I - ~ Fi na l I Mean I yield, I Perce nt age temp. 2 © . Deg. r. P.ct. Rot Rot in two su1.nd stems bu. per No. 1 size 
I a-~ weeb pe r pbn t acre 
SEASON OF 193 1-32. (HARVEST ED OCT. I; SO RTED JUNE 24. PLANTED JUN E 26) 
J" J(i Ce ll ar cont in1·ous ly 72.4 8.5 2 3 83 .2 87. 1 IO.I 2.8 10- 26.9 93.3 4.62 54.3 34.4 
Dl 3 Oct. 10-Dcc . 1 69.8 9.8 4.3 83.9 83.2 11.7 5.1 IO 30 .7 93.3 4.44 55.7 39.5 
Dl5 Oct. 10-Dec. I, Ap ril I-June 8 79 .4 1.7 6.7 87.8 90.5 1.8 7.7 6- 23.4 97.7 3 .82 58.3 42. 8 
D 9 Ap ril I -Ju ne 8 85 .3 1.6 1.0 87.9 97. 1 1.8 I.I 6+ 23.1 98.3 4.60 57 .7 31.4 
DH Oct. 10-Dec. I, f,.fay 15-Junc 8 78. 1 5. 1 3.9 87. 1 89.7 5.8 4.5 8- 32 .8 98.0 4.23 55.0 36 .7 
DIO M:i.y 15-June 8 80. 1 4.3 1.7 P,6. 1 93 .0 5 .0 2.0 8 32.5 94.2 4.40 56 .7 43.2 
I) 3 Oct. 10- June 8 87.9 1.0 0.9 89.0 97.9 I.I 1.0 6 30.4 96.5 4.22 53 .7 21.8 
SEASON OF 1932-33 . (HARVESTED OCT . I; SO RTED JUNE 26; PLANTED JUNE 30) 
D l6 Ce ll a r continuous ly 43.6 86.1 69 .7 7.6 4.5 81.8 85.2 9.3 5.5 8 34 .2 
D l3 Oct. 15-Dec. 1 42.7 87 .1 63 .7 5.7 11.3 80.7 78 .9 7.1 14 .0 10 24.2 
DIS Oct. 15 -Dec. 1, April I-June 10 40.7 87 .1 73 .8 2.4 8.2 84.4 87 .4 2.8 9.8 6 46.7 Crop fail ure-
D 9 April I-June 10 41.3 86. 1 80.2 1.9 3.4 85.5 93 .8 2.2 4.0 6 37.0 yields not 
D14 Oct. IS-Dec. I, May I -June 10 41.1 87.3 72 .2 2.3 9.1 83.6 86.4 2.7 10. 1 6+ 44.2 reco rded. 
DI 0 May I-June 10 41.8 86.1 79.6 2.4 3.5 85.5 93.0 2.8 4.2 7- 43.0 
D 3 Oct. IS-June 10 40.3 87.4 77.4 1.4 7.5 86.3 89 .4 1.8 8.8 4 46.7 
SEASON OF 1933-34. (HARVESTED OCT . 3; SORTED JUNE 18- 19; PLANTED JUNE 24 ) 
Cella r continuo usly 44.3 86.9 73.8 9.6 0.9 84.3 87.6 11.4 I.I 10 14.1 58.9 3.4 1 15 .86 28.3 
Oct. IS-Dec. I 43.9 85.4 75. 1 9.5 0.5 85 .1 88.3 11.2 0.5 10 25.0 6 1.5 3. 14 16.27 23.1 
Oct. 15-Dec . I, April I-June 10 41.1 85.6 88.6 0.4 0.9 89.9 98 .6 0.4 1.0 4 44.6 73 .4 3 .14 19. 15 21. 1 
April I-June 10 41.5 82.3 88.2 0.2 1.0 89.5 98.6 0.3 I.I 4+ 44.6 77 .8 3 .12 20.42 29.7 
Oct. 15-Dec. I, May 15-June 10 41.2 85.2 82.9 3.6 1.3 87 .4 94.3 4. 1 1.6 7- 30 .9 77 .0 3.03 19.68 24.8 
May IS-June 10 42.5 82.0 83 .7 4.5 0 .7 88.9 94.2 5 .1 0.7 7+ 35.9 74.3 3.02 19.97 29.8 
Oct. 15-June 10 40.8 85.5 87.3 0.0 2.0 89 .3 97 .8 0.0 2.0 3 43.6 81.0 2.46 20 .82 29. 1 
TABLE 9.-Weights and condition of potatoes stored in sacks under different combinations of cellar and cold storage 
in 1934-35. 
Lot 
No. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
I Oct. 9-19 IOct. 19- 1 March 5-March 5 June 1 
Cold 
Cold 
Cold 
Cold 
Cellar 
Cellar 
Cellar 
Cellar 
Cold 
Cold 
Cella r 
Cellar 
Cellar 
Cellar 
Cold 
Cold 
Cold 
Cellar 
Cella r 
Cold 
Cellar 
Cold 
Cold 
Cellar 
I No . of I sacks 
30 
30 
30 
32 
17 
16 
31 
31 
Wt. on 
Oct. 9 
Lbs. 
2,941 
3,023 
3,026 
3,197 
1,678 
1,586 
3, 156 
3,114 
1 Layers numbered from bottom ( 1) to to p (9). 
I Weight as percentages of original weight on Oct. 9 
Oct. 19 1 March 1-5 I May 27-J une I 
total wt. Sound / Ro t / Total Sound \ Rot I Total 
97.6 
98-1 
97.6 
97.8 
~d. 
ns 
n/2 
n3 
n.8 
8~4 
~3 
ns 
~/2 
P. ct. 
1.29 
1.09 
0.65 
0.71 
5.37 
5.25 
0.91 
0.18 
P. a. 
~~ 
~3 
~n 
~.5 
~~ 
%n 
~A 
~~ 
~- 1 
~/2 
~n 
~A 
W/2 
MA 
~/2 
~~ 
3.13 
4.99 
1.16 
0.64 
5.49 
3.06 
1.54 
1.28 
91.2 
83 .1 
88.2 
88 .0 
86.1 
88.5 
90.l 
88.5 
I Length I Location in storage bin of sprout c; ---growth Oct. 19-Mar. 1 / Mar. _ -May 27 
June I _!_ie_r_ I Layer j Tier J Layer 1 
In. 
7 
0 
9 
3 
0 
Rear 1-6 
Rear 7-9 
Middle 1-4 
Front 1-6 
Middle 1-6 
Rear 1-4 
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When weighed in early March there was little difference in the total 
weight losses suffered by various lots of potatoes, which ranged from 5.8 
to 7 per cent with all except one lot, which had been stored in the three 
upper layers of a rear tier in the cellar and which lost only 4.0 per cent 
(Lot 6). Sound potatoes constituted a higher percentage with cold stor-
age than with cellar storage, the difference being due to the high per-
centage of decaying tubers when the potatoes had been in the same position 
in the cellar continually since harvest time (Lots 5 and 6). When contin-
ually in cold storage after harvest (Lots 1 and 2), the decaying tubers con-
stituted a higher percentage than when the potatoes had been in the 
cellar for the first ten days after harvest before they were. moved to the cold 
storage (Lots 7 and 8). The percentage of decay in lots held in cold 
storage the first ten days before moving into the cellar (Lots 3 and 4) was 
about the same as in Lots 7 and 8 and less than in those continually in 
either cold storage or the cellar. Better aeration during the first ten days 
when these transferred lots had been in the front tiers of their respective 
storages and also some aeration resulting from the shifting from one stor-
age to the other may have accounted for the smaller amount of decay in 
these lots in comparison with those continually in the rear part of the bin 
in either of the two storages used. The differences in temperature and 
humidity were not very great, the mean temperature of the cellar for 
these first ten days having been 47.1 ° F. and the relative humidity 73.2 
per cent in comparison with 42.7° F . and 77.6 per cent in cold storage. 
At the end of the storage season the highest percentage of sound tubers 
(based on weight into storage) was found in the lot held in the cellar 
the first 10 days and then in cold storage until June 1 (Lot 7). The lot 
continually in cold storage (Lot 1) had only 0.5 per cent less weight of 
sound tubers but 1.59 per cent more rot developed between March 1 and 
May 27. There was little other difference between lots that were shifted 
from one storage to the other ten days after harvest (Lots 3, 4, and 8), 
the weight of sound tubers having ranged from 87.0 to 87.2 per cent of the 
original weight, and decay from March 1 to May 27 from 0.64 to 1.28 
per cent. The lowest percentage of prime tubers and highest percentage 
of rot again occurred in the lot continually in the cellar (Lot 5). Placing 
potatoes in cold storage from March 5 to June 1 increased the percentage 
of sound tubers to 85.4 per cent and reduced the decay to 3.06 per cent 
(Lot 6). This was not quite as good a showing as when cold storage was 
used from either Oct. 9 or 19 (Lots 1 and 7). Using cold storage until 
March and then cellar storage (Lot 2) was almost as undesirable as con-
tinual cellar storage. In fact the total weight loss of 10.6 per cent after 
March 5 with spring cellar storage in comparison with a total loss of 7.7 
per cent with continual cellar storage indicates that had the storage been 
prolonged spring cellar storage would have been an inferior method . 
The relatively better results secured with the lot held in cold storage 
the first 10 days and then in the cellar till June (Lot 3), than with continual 
cellar storage (Lot 5) was not entirely due to the early cold storage but 
probably due to another factor, i. e., that of better aeration, as the lot 
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transferred from cold storage (Lot 3) constituted the entire front tier from 
October to March 1 and the top of the rear tier and bottom of the middle 
tier from March 5 to June 1, whereas the continually cellar-stored lot was 
always in the bottom four layers of the rear tier in the bin. 
Sprout growth was well under way with all lots that were in the cellar 
in the spring. Differences in the extent of the sprout growth can be attrib-
uted to differences in amount of time in the cellar and position in the bin. 
The only lot in cold storage showing any appreciable sprout growth was 
the one that had been in the cellar until March. 
These potatoes that were stored in sacks lost less weight during the fall 
and winter than those that were stored in crates, but they lost more in 
the spring. In the lots continually in the cellar from October 3 to March 
1, the loss from lots in crates (Table III, D9, D10, Dll, D12, D16), that 
were shifted at least once a month for weighing, varied from 8.0 to 9.1 
per cent, in comparison with losses of 4.0 to 5.2 per cent for lots in sacks, 
that were in the same position in the rear tier of a bin all of the time 
(Lots 5, 6, Table 9). In cold storage crate-stored lots lost 7.9 to 8.5 per 
cent (Table III, Dl), in comparison with losses of 5.8 to 6.3 per cent in 
sacks (Lots 1 and 2, Table 9). 
Each time the crates were moved for weighing, some dirt was rubbed 
off the tubers and sifted out of the crates, thus accounting for some but 
not all of the greater loss. By June 1 the total' weight loss in continual 
cellar storage had been 10.6 per cent with crates and 13.9 per cent with 
sacks and in cold storage 9.7 per cent with crates or 8.8 per cent with 
sacks (Tables III, 9). With cold storage from March 5 to June 1 (after 
previous cellar storage) lots in sacks lost 11.5 per cent with cold storage 
from April 1 to June the loss in crates was 9.7 to 10 per cent. When cold 
storage continued until March 1 ( after which cellar storage was used), sack-
stored lots lost 16.9 per cent and crate-stored lots out of cold storage on 
April 1 lost 14 .6 per cent. Percentages of sound and decayed potatoes for 
sack and crate storage cannot be compared directly, because the two series 
were terminated on dates three weeks apart. However, as there was 
a relatively much smaller amount of decay in all crate lots when sorted 
on June 19-20 than occurred in sacked lots when sorted on June 1, it is 
evident that crate storage involved less loss due to decay (Tables 4, 6, 8, 9). 
The data indicate that potatoes stored in sacks lost less weight during the 
fall and winter, but more in the spring than did crate-stored lots. 
These various data indicate further that the extensive aeration provided 
by crate storage is not necessary in the fall and winter, but also that sack 
storage might be improved by providing for more aeration than was 
received by those in sacks in this experiment. In the spring when sprout 
growth is occurring, crate storage seems to be more effective in preventing 
weight loss than sack storage-principally by decreasing the amount of 
decay, which probably results from the less humid atmosphere immedi-
ately around the tubers in crates. When the temperature differences were 
as small as in this experiment, which was started on October 9, a short 
period of cellar storage was of no particular advantage except in that the 
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shift at the end of 10 days provided some much needed aeration. Pro-
longed fall cold storage was undesirable unless continued till the end of the 
storage season. 
THE STORAGE OF MECHANICALLY DAMAGED POTATOES 
Mechanical damage has constituted the most serious grade defect of 
western-Nebraska potatoes for a number of years. According to the records 
of inspections made in the bins of certified potatoes the percentage of 
mechanically injured potatoes during the years 1928 to 1935 amounted to 
31.1, 16.0, 16.6, 23.6, 17.6, 18.8, 9.5, and 12.7 per cent or an average of 
19.5 per cent for the eight years. These averages are based on the annual 
inspection of 200 to 380 lots totaling from 86,000 to 700,000 bushels. 
As the certified seed producers constitute the most expert group of 
growers these figures are more likely to understate than to ove;state this 
situation as it applies to the potato regions of the state. As it is necessary 
to remove such damaged potatoes when sorting for the seed trade or for 
marketing as a creditable table-stock grade, the wisest procedu re would 
seem to be to avoid the damage. Even though much progress has been 
made in that direction by some producers, complete elimination of the 
loss seems impossible because of unavoidable circumstances which fre-
quently arise. Although such potatoes cannot be sold advantageously, they 
frequently represent considerable salvage and are suitable for seed purposes 
on the producing farm or locally if they can be kept in sound condition 
until planting time, that is, until the middle of June. 
In order to determine how best to meet this situation, studies have 
been carried on to determine: (1) the rate and extent of the wound heal-
ing process, (2) the rate and total extent of weight loss, and (3) the con-
dition of the tubers at the end of the storage period in June, when (a) 
different types of wounds were concerned, (b) injured potatoes were ex-
posed to the sun for various periods of time before storage, and ( c) injured 
potatoes were held under various storage conditions. In this bulletin, re-
sults of studies along these lines are reported except those pertaining to 
the wound-healing process, which will be reported at an early date in 
another publication. All potatoes used in these experiments were stored 
in slatted crates, at the rate of 25 or 30 pounds per crate with two crates 
for each treatment. 
RELATION OF TYPES OF INJURIES TO STORAGE LOSSES 
The potato harvesting operations result in various types of damage in 
varying degrees of severity. Potatoes subjected to the types of damage 
most frequently experienced were exposed to the sun for a period of four 
hours immediately after being injured and before being stored in the cellar, 
for the purpose of determining the effect of sun exposure on subsequent 
losses. 
In 1932 the project was started on October 1, when the exposure time 
for the various lots began as follows: Lot A2 at 9:50 a. m.; at 11 a. 
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Al at 11:20 a. m.; A4 at 11:30 a. m ., and A6 at noon (for description of 
treatments see Table 10 or Fig . 18) . On this day the temperature rose 
from F . at 10 a. m . with 53 per cent relative humidity to 83° F. 
and 52 per cent at 1 :30 p. m. and then shifted to 79° F. and 55 per 
cent at 4 p. m . The sun was shining brightly all day but there were some 
clouds unti l 10:30 a. m . The total wind movement for the 24-hour period 
beginning at a. m. October 1 was 100 miles. On October 1, 1933, when 
another set of damaged tubers was exposed, the four-hour exposure of 
half of the tubers of each treatment began as follows : Al 10:45 a. m.; A2 
11 a .. m; A3 11 :10 a. m.; A4 and A7 11 :15 a. m .; A6 and AS noon. Tubers 
of the second half of each lot were exposed in the same order, starting at 
1 :30 p. m., with lot Al and at 2: 15 p. m. with lot AS. On this day the 
temperature and relative humidity were 47° F. and 27 per cent at 11 a. 
m .; 50° and 16 per cent at 1 p. m .; 50° and 19 per cent at 4 p. m., and 
46° and 29 per cent at 5 :30 p. m.; and the day was cloudless but quite 
hazy owing to dust carried by a strong wind which continued until 3:30 
p. m. The total wind movement for the 24-hour period beginning at 8 
a. m. on October 1 was 179 miles. On the whole the exposure conditions 
were less severe than in 1932 . 
TABLE 10.-Effect of type of injury upon loss of weight during the first two 
weeks of cellar storage in 1933, 
Lot No. Type of inju ry 
Al Tangential cuts . 
A2 Transverse halves 
A3 Longitudinal halves . . 
A4 Digger cuts (dirt coated) 
A6 Cuts in to tubers (½ -inch) 
A7 Bruises by dropping .. 
A8 Complete feathering. 
A9 Whole tubers 
Weight loss to various dates as percentage of 
weight immediately after injury 
Oct. 1 1 Oct. 3 Oct. 5 Oct. 7 Oct. 14 
4.7 6.3 8.3 9.3 12 .0 
10 .7 12.7 14.0 16 .0 20.0 
11.0 13 .0 14.3 !6.3 19 .0 
4.7 8.3 9.3 11.3 14.3 
4.0 5.7 7.0 8.7 11.3 
2.7 6.0 7.3 8.7 12.7 
12.7 16.3 17.7 20 .7 24.7 
0.9 2.5 5.3 5.8 6.5 
1 Data under Oct. 1 represent losses during 4 hours of sun exposure. 
The loss of weight from tangentially cut potatoes after cuts were ex-
posed to the sun four hours was very rapid. During these four hours of 
sun exposure they lost as much as in the first two weeks in the cellar 
(A2) whereas whole tubers lost only 0.9 per cent or one-sixth of the 
weight lost in the first two weeks (Table Although the rate of loss 
then decreased somewhat, it was still very rapid throughout the entire 
winter and was accelerated as the cellar warmed up in April (Al, Fig. 16). 
Whole tubers that had been exposed in the field in the same manner in 
1933 ( lost only about 8 per cent during the first two weeks or first 
month, about 4 per cent from November 1 to April 1, and a total of 16.5 
per cent by June 20 in comparison with losses of 14, 11 , and 39 per cent 
during the same periods from tangentially cut tubers. In June, the rot 
constituted but 0.9 per cent of the fa ll weight of whole tubers as com-
pared with 18.2 per cent of those cut tangentially, but sprout growth 
weighing 9.6 per cent with whole tubers was about three times as great 
as with cut tubers (Fig. 18). 
CELLAR AND COLD STORAGE OF SEED PoTAToEs 
EFFECT OF TYPE OF INJURY 
UPON TOTAL WEIGHT LOSS 
POTATOES sroRED IN THE CELLAR 
AFTER FOUR HOURS EXPOSURE TO SUNSHINE 
~ SEASON OF 1933-1934 
,, ~-~ 
---~ 
---=-=- ~- ~ \ 
., 
~ 
\ 
~ 
. ~-
A8 
1,3 ,7.14 31 15 I 15 2 l I 1 0 1 
OCTOOER NOVEMBER CCCEM&R JANUo\RY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL Mt.Y 
()O.T(S UPON WHIO-I 11.!BERS WERE WEIGHEO 
FIG. 16.-Elfect of type of injury upon loss of weight. 
Tubers were exposed to four hours of sunshine Oct. 
1 before being stored in the cellar. T reatrnents and 
weight losses of tubers during the first two weeks 
are reported in Table 10. 
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FIG. 17.- Sound tubers (left), rotting tubers (center), and sprouts in 
June, 1934, in lots subjected to various types of injury the previous 
fall, prior to exposure to sunshine for four hours and storage in 
cel lar. Descriptions of trea tments arc g iven in Table l O and data 
concerning condition of tubers of various lots in Fig. 18. 
CELLAR AND COLD STORAGE oF SEED PoTATOES 
STORAGE:. OF POTATOES DAMAGED IN VARIOUS WAYS 
(ALL LOTS STORED IN CELL AR O N AND A FTER OCT. 1-2) 
LOT WEIGHT ON JUNE l!;- 16 AS T YPE Of" INJURY YEAR PERCENT Of" OCTOBER WEIGHT NO, 
I I 3.3, I I 
Al 
TANGENTIAL 1932 3 49. 2 :,,. 9.4 ~ 38. 
K Nlf"E CUTS 1933 4 38. 5 ::-~ , 18. 2 ~0 .1 ~ 
.2 , 0 .1 3.2• I 
1932-3 11719.7 80,0 
A2 TRA NSVERSE HA LVES 
193 3 4 •11.5- 2 3,2 5 8 • . '1 
1,2 0.4 1.0,. I 
LONGITUDINAL 193 2 3 IV / 23.6 74. 
A3 
HALVES 1933 4 • 16,8 - V 2 3.'0'/. 
1.0\ 3 ,!>7 I 
1932 - 3 55. 0 ;,,, 9.4 ·= 32.,= 
A4 DIGGER CUTS 
1933-4 47.1 - ")J -:; 15-3/,-31. 9 ~ 
5. r, 2.1,, 
1932-3 77.0 '~.6}"Kll.7."° , 
A6 CUTS INTO TUBERS 
1933 4 68.5 '.-:~:~~-:~ ~,. ""~ 
1.8 ~ 
,, 7 BRUISED BY DROPPING 1933 4 65. 2 ::~ •. ?:· A<IIW23.R-""OO<I 
0.5 2 ,8'- I 
A8 COMPLETELY f"EATHERED 1933 4 • 19.2 - / / 2 5. 0 , , .3 
3,5/ 
CHECKS - 1932 3 69.7 };51,= 9-2"""' 
Dl6 
NOT DAMAGED 1933 4 73, 8 :_9;_$)1\lC 16. , ,,,.. 
I I I p.9, 
I I I I 
2 0 40 60 8 0 106 
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-SOUND GKJSPROUTS E22)ROT 11l!lllltLtg~~T 
FIG. 18.- Effect of different types of injuries, prior to four hours of exposure to 
sunshine and cellar storage, upon condition the following Ju ne. Whole tubers 
of D l 6 were not exposed to sunshine for more than about 30 minutes. 
The rate of loss and total weight loss was proportional to the area 
of the wounded tissue, the losses from tangential cuts (Al) being less 
than those from transversely halved tubers (A2), which lost less than 
those halved longitudinally (A3), but with both there was little change 
in the rate of loss throughout the winter. The weight loss from tubers 
cut tangentially with a blunt knife and then dusted with dirt so as to 
simulate digger cuts (A4) was greater earlier in the season than from 
tubers cut tangentially with a sharp knife. However, during both win-
ters, the curves for weight losses crossed during February or March so that 
during the spring those cut with a sharp knife were losing most weight. 
The reason for this midwinter shift is not understood. Possibly the pseudo-
cicatrice formed by the dirt and debris on the surface of the rough cut 
permitted better wound healing (by preventing desiccation) during late 
winter as the temperature was rising. When the cutting was done with 
a blunt edge ( A4) rather than with a sharp knife (Al) a definitely higher 
percentage of the total original weight consisted of sound tubers in June 
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(Figs. 17 and 18). Likewise the weight of sprouts was greater but decay 
was less. 
Sharp cuts directly into the tuber caused least weight loss. It was 
generally only 5 to 6 per cent greater than with whole tubers. Potatoes 
bruised by dropping on a heavy plank ( A7) lost weight a little more rap-
1dly dunng the first three months than did those with sharp cuts into 
the tubers (A6). Later the weight loss was at about the same rate. The 
percentage of sound tubers in June was slightly less with the bruised 
potatoes than with the other lot, apparently because of greater water loss 
by evaporation, the tubers having shriveled to greater extent (Figs. 17 and 
18). The amount of rotting was relatively low with these bruised potatoes. 
Feathering, that is, practically complete removal of the periderm by 
rubbing the tubers with burlap (AS), caused more rapid and more ex-
tensive weight loss than did any other type of injury, being worse than 
cutting tubers into half. In June the weight of rotten potatoes was much 
greater than in the other lots. The percentage of so-called "sound" tubers 
was not as low as with those cut in half, but, with the feathered tubers, 
although "sound" tubers had not rotted they were practically worthless, 
having shriveled very much and mummified so that they produced only 
very weak sprouts. For table or seed purposes practically all of these pota-
toes were worthless by early spring. In commercial practice the periderm 
is seldom removed as completely from any tubers as in this experiment. 
Many tubers are not only feathered but frequently receive some other 
damage at the same time. 
In 1932-33 some damaged tubers of each treatment when brought into 
the cellar at once after wounding lost less weight throughout the season 
and decayed less than did those exposed to the sun for four hours after 
wounding. 
It has been shown that turgid Triumph potatoes crack less if they 
are exposed to the sun for a few hours before handling (25). It has also 
been found desirable to have cut surfaces practically dry before placing 
them in storage so as to avoid infection by rot-producing fungi (24 ). On 
the other hand it has been shown that sunshine and dry air are very 
detrimental to the wound-healing process (20 ). In view of these findings 
it was deemed advisable to determine the effect of different degrees of 
exposure upon the keeping quality of cut potatos. 
EFFECT OF EXPOSING CUT POTATOES TO SUNSHINE BEFORE STORAGE 
Potatoes cut in half were exposed to the sunshine in single layers with 
the cut surface either directly toward or away from the sun both in 1932 
and 1933. When cut surfaces were turned away from the sun the pieces 
were placed with cut side down on wire frames so that they were about 
one-half inch above the ground and so that air could circulate quite freely 
on all sides. After such exposure they were all stored in the cellar except 
as otherwise noted with lots Bl I and Bl2. In both 1932 and 1933 the 
experiment was started on September 30. 
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TABLE 11.-Atmospheric conditions on September 30, 1932, when cut 
tubers were exposed. 
Temperature I Mode of relative 
1932 lot E:ir.:posurc Period cuts were in sun during exposure humidity 
number during 
Range Mode exposure 
CUTS TOWARD SUN 
B2 4 to 5 p. m. 77-72 75 70 
B3 1, 30 to 5,30 p. m .. 81-67 79 70 
B4 8,30 a . m. to 5,30 p. m . . 81-67 79 75 
CUTS SURFACES DOWN 
B5 1 12 noon to 1 p. m . . 79 79 75 
B6 4 11 a. m. to 3 p. m .. 81-76 79 78 
B7 8 8,40 a. m . to 5,40 p. m .. 81-67 79 75 
Total wind movement for 24-hour period beginning 8 a. m. September 30 was 76 miles. 
Some of the exposures were not placed as well as they should have 
been in so far as time of day was concerned. On September 30, 1932, 
the sky was clear and light very bright. The lot exposed to sun for one 
_ hour (B2) received littl e light effect as the sun was very low at that time 
of day. Temperatures were high for harvesting potatoes, but the humidity 
was unusually high for western Nebraska. The cellar temperature was 
73° at noon and dropped to 68° at 5:30 p. m. and to 53° by the next 
morning. The humidity in the cellar was low. In each year two lots of 
30 pounds each were used. 
In 1933 the day when cut tubers were exposed was cloudless but the 
light was less intense than in 1932. A strong wind and much dust in the 
air caused the light to be rather hazy in 1933 and the temperature and 
humidity were both very much lower than in 1932, having averaged 
46° F . and 24 per cent to 27 per cent, respectively, most of the day (Table 
12). The cellar temperature was between 55 ° and 59° and humidity 31 
to 34 per cent throughout the day. During the next few days the cellar 
temperature varied between 57° and 70° F. The humid room temperature 
was between 55° and ] F . (generally 58 ° to 60 ° F.) and the relative 
humidity between 73 and 83 per cent. 
TABLE 12.-Atmospheric conditions on September 30th tn 1933, when cut 
tubers were exposed. 
Lot No. Exposure 1 Period cu ts were exposed to sun 
B2 1'30 to 2,30 p. m .. 
Temperature 
during exposure 
Range 
op_ 
46-45 
I Mode 
op_ 
46 
Mode of 
relative 
humidity 
during 
exposure 
P. ct. 
26 
B3 4 11 a. m. to 3 p. m.. 48-46 46 24 
B4 8 8,30 a. m. to 4,30 p. m.. 48-39 46 27 
1 Tubers with cut side down (I.e., B5, B6, B7) were exposed during approximately the same 
periods, the exposure period bei ng only 30 minutes later fo r lots exposed the same length of time. 
The total wind movement for the 24-hour period beginning September 30 at 8 a. m. was 153 miles. 
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' EFFECT OF EXPOSING POTATO HALVES 
TO SUNSHINE 
UPON WEIGHT LOSS IN CELLAR STORAGE 
SEASON OF 1933 1934 
lO 0,14 3- 16 J 15 2 l 4 
S£P'T'EMB(R OCT08(R NOVEMBER D(C(MBER JANUA.R'I' rc:eRI.JA.RY MARCH APRIL 
DA.TES UPON WHICH TUBERS WERE W[IQ1[0 
F IG. 19.-Effect of different degrees of exposure to sun-
shine on Sept. 30, 1933 upon loss of weight from 
potato halves in the ensuing storage season. Treat-
ments and weight losses during the first two weeks 
are reported in Table 13. 
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FIG. 20.- Sound and rotted tubers and sprouts in June, 1934, in lots of 
halved potatoes that had been subjected to various degrees of ex-
posure to sunshine before being stored in the cellar Description 
of each of these trea tments is shown in T able 13 and data concern -
ing cond itio n of tubers in various lots in Figure 2 1. 
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CELLAR STORAGE OF CUT POTATOES AFTER EXPOSURE TO SUNSHINE 
CALL CUTS EXPOSED ON OCTOBER I OR 2) 
loT METHOD or HANDLING WEIGHT ON JUNE I 5 SEED BErORE STORING 
AS 
NO, YEAR PERCENT OF OCTOBER WEIGHT IN GELLAR 
2.3 
NOT TO CELLAR 1932-3 11. 
'"· Bl EXPOSED AT ONCE 
TO SUN 1933--4 47.A7 l~~~;11!17? 
1.27 4.0\ I 
CUT ONE 1932-3 •21.6-~~ 
.. 
B2 
HOUR 1933 4 -32.~-r/ 18.51//, 
~ 1.10 2~ 
EX POSED SIDES rouR 1932-3 •ie.o-,;:25.41~ 57. 
B3 
TOWARD HOURS 
1933-4 37.67 i ILOf' 
--
,4 / 0.14 2 .33 • 
TO SUN EIGHT 1932-3 
F / ><•977, z ... 
B4 SUN HOURS 1933 4 -32.0 2.3 ·~. 
-
Lil•n& 
ONE 1932- 3 35:,, :,I .. 14.0 · .,.__.43, 1 
B5 BErORE CUT HOUR 1933 4 54,2 , .. , 8.8 
-
019 .. 4 .0' 
SIDES FOUR 1932-3 Ii 4.0IW' / 20.38 64.a:.a 
86 
STORING AWAY HOURS 1933--4 -•1.0 9.7/11111111!!11114<. 
.__ 0.6 J .<1\ 
FROM EIGHT 1932-3 . /// BT 
SUN HOURS 1933--4 -33.0~16.,:// 
Ian EXPOSED ~~ HUMID ROOM 1.11 
islJN ONE HO ONE WEEK 
1933--4 -S4~ j ;JV//~ ~· ···-
----
5.0' 10.0 "-2 3.~ 
le12 NOT CXPOSED I THEN CELLAR TO SUN 1933-4 ~4.33 , ) :rPW&25.97 ,""""" 
lo 40 e'o 80 100 
FIG. 21.-Effect of different degrees of exposure and subsequent cellar storage 
during the winter of 1933-34 upon the condition of tuber halves the follow-
ing June. 
Except in the humid room, conditions were less favorable for healing 
wounds on the first few days of 1933 than in 1932 but this was more than 
offset by the damage from brighter sunlight in 1932. 
Although the weight losses were of a similar nature in both years, 
they were more rapid early and slightly greater with more rotting in 
1932-33 than in 1933-34 (Table 13, F igs. 19, 20, and 21). These seasonal 
differences are partly due to the small size of the tubers in 1932, which 
increased the ratio of the cut surfaces to the weight of tubers and thereby 
provided increased opportunity for rotting to occur. 
With whole tubers exposed to the sun for one, four, or eight hours 
before cellar storage, the weight loss was about four per cent greater 
throughout the storage season than with whole unexposed tubers (D16), 
but at the end of the season in June the total loss was only about two per 
cent greater (B10 and D16 in Fig. 19) and then the condition of the 
lots was not significantly different Lots of whole tubers exposed longest 
lost most weight before being placed into storage and during the early 
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part of the storage period, but after January 2 there was little or no 
difference. 
When cut surfaces were exposed to the sun (B2, B3, B4) the weight 
loss was greater during all of the storage season than when they were 
turned down (BS, B6, B7) and generally least of all when cut potatoes 
were brought into the cellar at once after cutting (Bl) . As the length 
of the exposure period was increased the weight losses also increased 
(Fig 19). Exposure of one hour with cut side down (BS) resulted in a 
loss curve very similar to that produced when cut tubers were brought 
into the cellar at once (Bl). Likewise loss curves for lots exposed one 
hour toward the sun (B2) and four hours away from sun (B6) were sim-
ilar, and likewise were those for the lots with cuts toward the sun four 
hours (B3) and the one exposed eight hours with cuts away from sun (B7). 
TABLE 13.-Effect of different degrees of exposure to sunshine upon loss 
of weight from potato halves during the first 15 days of cellar storage' 
in 1933. 
Lot No. Treatment 1 
Weight loss to various dates calculated as percentage 
of weight immediately after injury 
B 1 To cellar at once, not exposed 
to sun. 
B 2 Cut sides toward su n 1 hour 3 .• 
B 3 Cut sides toward sun 4 hours 
B 4 Cut sides toward sun 8 hours 
B 5 Cut sides away from sun I hour. 
B 6 Cutsides away from sun 4 hours 
B 7 Cut sides away from sun 8 hours 
Bl 1 Cut sides away from sun 1 hour, 
then in humid cellar one week 
Bl2 To humid cellar at once, not ex· 
posed to sun 
BIO Whole tubers in sun 8 hours 
D l 6 ,vhole tubers into cellar at once 
Sept. 30 Oct. I 
0.7 2 
4.8 
8.3 
12.2 
3.0 
6.0 
9.5 
3.2 
0.5 
3.2 
0.0 
1.7 
6.3 
9.5 
14.3 
3.9 
7.2 
10.0 
2.3 
0.5 
4.0 
0.9 
1 All lots except BIO and D 16 consisted of tuber halves. 
2 Data under Sept. 30 represents losses during exposure period. 
3 Potatoes were transferred to cellar after time designated. 
Oct. 3 / Oct. 5 Oct. 7 
4.7 
9.5 
12.3 
17.0 
6.7 
10.0 
12 .7 
3.7 
1.5 
4.2 
1.2 
6.0 
10.8 
13.8 
18.7 
8.2 
11.4 
13.8 
6 .8 
2.5 
5.7 
1.8 
8.2 
14.2 
16.3 
20.8 
10.0 
13.0 
16.0 
7.2 
3.3 
6.3 
2.4 
Oct. 14 
10.8 
16.0 
19.3 
24.7 
12.0 
16.0 
17.2 
10.8 
8.3 
7.5 
3.8 
Exposing cut surfaces to the sun either one, four, or eight hours re-
sulted in very low percentages of sound potatoes in June (Figs. 20 and 
21). In 1933-34 about half of the tubers exposed for one and four hours 
with cuts toward the sun, were still sound in June but in 1932-33 the 
percentages were much lower. 
The more rapid and extensi ve losses with the tuber halves of Lot A2, 
which was exposed on October 1, 1933 (Fig. 16), than that with B3 
( which was given the identical treatment on September 30, is ex-
plained by the fact that A2 tubers having been exposed one and one-half 
hours later in the day encountered more of the maximum light hours 
and a temperature that was four or five degrees higher and relative humid-
ity generally seven to eight per cent lower than were encountered by 
tubers of B3 on the previous day. Similar differences in 1932-33 may be 
attributed to the higher temperature and lower humidity again encoun-
tered by Lot A2 when exposed. 
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Placing cut tubers in a humid room in the cellar for one week before 
storing them in the regular cellar storage resulted in very much decreased 
weight losses and a higher percentage of sound potatoes (Ell , Bl2). When 
placed in the humid room at once after wounding, the result in June 
was that the sound potatoes amounted to 64.3 per cent of the original 
October weight ( Bl2). Rotting was only about one-third of the amount 
occu rring when cut tubers were put into the cellar di rectly . Thus storage 
of cut seed in a humid atmosphere for one week compared favo rably 
with cellar storage of whole tubers with which 70 to 74 per cent of the 
o riginal weight occurred as sound tubers in late June. When potato 
halves were held in the sun for one hour before placing them in the humid 
room (E ll) the weight less prior to November 1 was about the same 
as that of the lot placed in the cellar at once ( B 1) . From then on, the 
humid-stored lot lost less but it always lost more than the lot which did 
not suffe r an exposure to the sun before it was placed in humid storage 
(Fig. 19). 
EFFECT OF METHOD OF STORAGE UPON CUT POTATOES 
The atmospheric conditions under which injured potatoes are held 
has been shown to be a very important factor in the healing of wounds 
( 4, 20 ). Cut potatoes were held under various storage conditions to de-
termine the effect of these conditions upon weight losses and decay. 
Tubers of medium size cut in half were used in this project in 1932 
but in 1933 when tubers were larger, tangential cuts one and one-half 
inches in diameter were made. Each year two lots of 30 pounds of potatoes 
( after having been cut) were used fo r each treatment. The methods of 
hand ling and time of exposure in 1932 of the various lots are described 
in Table 14. 
TABLE 14.-Treatments used and atmospheric conditions at time of 
exposure on October 5, 1932. 
I 
Temperatu re 
Relative 
Lot No. Treatment Exposur::: humidity 
Start Fin ish 
OF. OF. P. ct. 
C 3 Sun 4 ho urs; then co ld storage ... 9:30-1:30 54 67 65-20 
C 4 Sun 4 hours; then cellar storage .. 9:45-1:45 55 67 60-20 
C 5 Sun 4 ho urs; then ce llar 3 days .. 10:00-2: 00 56 68 50-18 
C 6 Sun 4 hours; then co ld storage 3 days . . . 10:15-2:1 5 57 69 45-18 
C 9 Sun 4 hours; then ce llar unt il April . 10:20-2:20 58 70 40-18 
CI0 Su n 4 hours; then co ld storage until April 10:30-2:30 60 71 30-20 
Tota l wind movement fo r the 24-hour period begi nning at 8 a. m. on October 5 was 139 mi les . 
The temperature rose from 54 ° F. at 9:30 a. m . to 71 ° at 2 :30 p. m. 
The sun was bright all day. The relative humidity decreased during this 
period from 65 per cent to 18 per cent. The cellar temperature was be-
tween 54° and 68° F . and relative humidity between 43 and 30 per cent. 
Cold-storage temperature was between 37° and 39° F. and relative humidity 
between 55 and 60 per cent. The last lots that were exposed (C9 and ClO) 
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beginning at 10:20 or 10:30 a. m. were exposed to higher temperatures and 
lower humidities and consequently lost one to one and one-half per cent 
more weight during the four hours in the sun than did those exposed for 
four hours after 9:30 a. m. All potatoes used in 1932 had been dug on 
October 1 so they had already undergone the customary post-harvest shrink-
age by October 5 when cut surfaces were exposed. 
In 1933 the exposures were made on October 2. This was a calm, hazy 
day with about 30 per cent of the sky covered with clouds at the begin-
ning and 15 to 20 per cent at the close of the exposure periods. The total 
wind movement for 24 hours beginning at 8 a. m. was only 41 miles. 
30 
. "' 
OCTOBER 
EFFECT OF TYPE OF STORAGE 
I 
NO\l[Me(R CCC[MB(R .!o'NU'RI' f'EeRl.l,&,RV MARCH AF!RIL MAY 
o,t,.TCS uPON WHICH TUBERS WC.RC 'NEICHE.O 
' JUNE 
FIG. 22.- Effect of type of storage upon total weigh t loss of 
potatoes with tangential cuts in storage season of 1933-34. 
Treatment and weight losses during the first two weeks 
are reported in Table 15. 
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FIG. Sound and rotting tubers and sprouts in Jun e, [934, in lots of 
pota toes with tange ntial cuts after fo ur hours' exposure to sun at 
harves t tim e and storage under va rious co nditions. D escr iption of 
trea tm ents is shown in F igure 24 and Table 15. 
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FIG. 23.- (Continued) 
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The temperature increased from 73° F. to 74° F. and relative humidity 
decreased from 42 to 18 per cent. Two lots of 30 pounds each were 
used for each treatment. One of each of these crates was exposed for 
four hours beginning with Lot C3 at 8:30 a. m. and then the others 
in succession so that the exposure of the first crate of Lot ClO began at 
9:45 a. m . The exposures for the second crates began at 10 :30 a. m. with 
C3 and 11 :20 a. m. with C-10. Consequently the lots with the higher 
numbers were exposed to slightly higher temperatures and lower humid-
ity than the others. This day in 1933 the sunshine was not as bright but 
the humidity was much lower than during the day used in 1932. The 
1933 cellar temperatures decreased from 70° F. at noon to 60° F. at 6 
p. m. and the relative humidity increased from 25 per cent to 48 per cent. 
The cold storage was between 37° F. and 38° F. and relative humidity 
was between 63 and 70 per cent. 
When cut potatoes were placed in the cellar at once after harvesting 
( C2 ), the weight loss was greater during the first four months than when 
held in cold storage (Cl, Table 15 and Fig. 22). Total shrinkage was 
greater during the last five months when cold storage was used all the 
time. By the middle of June there were relatively few rotten potatoes in 
the lots placed in the cellar at once, but those placed in cold storage at 
once had broken down very badly (Figs. 23 and 24 ). Consequently in the 
two seasons the sound tubers suitable for planting in June amounted to 
56 and 68 per cent of the October weight when cellar storage was used 
but only to 21 and 37 per cent when cold storage was used (Fig. 24). 
After four hours of exposure the weight losses with cellar storage ( C4) 
were greater throughout the entire season than were those with cold stor-
age (C3), although in 1932-33 they were about equal at the close of the 
period. However, there was a great difference in the quality of the pota-
toes in mid-Tune, the rot in cold storage stock amounting to three to five 
times more and sound stock amounting to less than half as much as in 
the cellar-stored stock (Fig. 24 ). Even with cellar storage the sound stock 
amounted to less than half of the original weight of the potatoes. Regard-
less of the method of storage, exposure to the sun for four hours seriously 
impaired the wound-healing processes and caused very great losses in 
storage. 
When potatoes were stored in the cellar for four days in 1932 and seven 
days in 1933 before being placed in cold storage ( CS), they lost more 
weight during the first five or six months and less after that than did 
those placed in cold storage directly after being picked up (C.3). In mid-
June there was less rot ( and it was less severe) and a higher percentage 
of sound potatoes as a result of the initial cellar storage period. Although 
this method prevented sprouting, it was, however, inferior to continual 
cellar storage (C4, Fig. 24). 
Holding potatoes in cold storage for the first four to seven days (C6) 
before storing in the cellar reduced the weight losses during the first few 
weeks but increased them greatly after that if compared with continual 
cellar storage ( C4). As a result of this initial cold-storage treatment the 
Cl 
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EFFECT OF TYPE OF STORAGE UPON CUT SEED POTATOES 
LOTS STORED OCTOBER 2 
TO 
STORAGE 
COLO STORAGE 
1932-3 
1933-4 
WEIGHT ON JUNE 15 AS 
PERCENT or OCTOBER WEIGHT 
C2 AT ONCE CELLAR 
1932-3 
1933-4 
1932-3 
C3 TO COLO STORAGE 
1933-4 
STORAGE COLO STORAGE 1932-3 
C8 rrRST -SEVEN 
DAYS ONLY 1933-4 
AfTER CELLAR rrRST 1932-3 
C5 
SEVEN DAYS ONLY 1933-4 
rouR 
COLO STORAGE 1932-3 
CIO 
HOURS TILL APRIL I 1933-4 
CELLAR 1932-3 
C9 
EXPOSURE TILL APRIL I 1933-4 
C4 TO SUN CELLAR 
1932-3 
1933-4 
I 
20 40 60 80 100 -
51 
-SOUND E'.[filsPROUTS EZ2J ROT~:~~~ 
FIG. Effect of different methods of storage of tubers with tange ntial cuts dur-
ing winter of 
percentage of decay was very much g reater, sprout growth was slightly 
less, and weight of sound tubers remaining was very much less in mid-
June than when tubers were in the cellar a ll the time This system of 
storage was, howeve r, preferable to continual cold storage (C3) but was 
less desirable than four to seven days of cellar storage followed by cold 
storage (C5) or continual cellar storage (Figs, 22, 23, 
When cellar storage was continued till April 1 and tubers then were 
placed in cold storage (C9), weight losses were not quite as great as when 
cellar storage was continued ( With spring cold storage there was 
much more decayed stock in June than in continual cellar storage, but 
the decay was not severe, During the first season there were more sound 
tubers in June with this treatment than with any of the other storage 
methods used with sun-exposed tubers but during the second year this 
treatment was not equal to continual cellar storage During both years 
there was more rot when cold storage was used only in the spring (C9) 
than when not used at all ( C4 ). 
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The most disastrous system was to hold the cut potatoes in cold stor-
age until April 1 and then to transfer them to the cellar (ClO). Tb.ese 
potatoes were almost worthless. No sound tubers were found in June, 
1933, and in 1934 they amounted to only 13.3 per cent of the original 
weight. Most of the tubers sorted out as rotten were quite completely 
rotted. 
The relative rank of the treatments would appear to have been as 
follows: 
C 2-Cellar storage at once, no exposure to sun. 
C 4-Cellar storage after four hours' sun exposure. 
C 9-Cellar till April 1, four hours' sun exposure. 
C 5-Preliminary cellar storage ( four to ten days) after four hours' sun 
exposure. 
C 1- Cold storage at once, no exposure to the sun. 
C 6-Cold storage first three to seven days, then cellar, after four hours' 
sun exposure. 
C 3-Cold storage at once after four hours' sun exposure. 
Cl0-Cold storage till April after four hours' sun exposure. 
TABLE 15.-Effect of type of storage upon loss of weight by tubers with 
tangential cuts during the first two weeks in 1933. 
Weight lost to various dates during first two 
weeks ca lculated as percentage of weig ht 
Lot No. Storage treatment immediately after inj ury ,vas made (Cl to ClO all cut tangent ially) I Oct. 2 Oct. 3 Oct. 5 Oct. 7 Oct. 14 
C l Into cold slOr:i.ge at once . 0.0 1.3 2.0 2.8 4.2 
C 2 Into cel lar at once . 0.0 2.3 3.8 5.5 7.5 
EXPOSED TO SUN 4 HOURS 
C 3 Into cold storage .. 3.7 5.0 5.8 6.5 7.9 
C 4 Into ce llar 4.4 6.3 7.8 8.7 11.7 
C 5 Cellar 6 days, then cold storage . . 3.3 5.3 6.3 7.7 9.8 
C 6 Cold storage 6 days, then cellar. 4.8 6.3 6.7 7.2 8.7 
C 9 Cellar to Apri l 1, then cold storage . 3.8 5.7 6.2 7.8 10.2 
Cl0 Cold storage to April 1, then cellar. 4.5 5.3 5.7 7.3 8.5 
Cll Whole tubers- cold storage. 0.0 0.8 1.5 2.2 3.2 
Cl2 Whole tubers- cel lar storage . 0.0 1.9 2.5 3.3 4.2 
The difference in behavior of two tangentially cut lots exposed to the 
sun fou r hours before cellar storage (Lots Al and C4) is again attributed 
to difference in severity of exposure conditions. In 1932-33 when Al had 
the most sound potatoes in June, these tubers exposed on October 1, 1932, 
were exposed to both higher temperatures and higher humidity than was 
Lot C4 on October 5. 
In 1933-34, Lot C4 had most sound tubers in June, probably as a result 
of the cut tubers having been exposed on October 2, 1933, to a hazy, 
partly cloudy and calm atmosphere whereas cut tubers of A l were ex-
posed on October 1933, which was a very windy day with slightly less 
humidity and temperature just a little lower. 
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STORING CUT SEED POTATOES IN THE FALL 
The beneficial effect of storing cut potatoes in a humid atmosphere 
for one week before placing them in cellar storage has been discussed 
(page 8). When potatoes were cut into seed-piece sizes ( 10 pieces per 
pound) in early October and held in the humid cellar for a week and then 
in the regular cellar storage (El) the weight losses during the first month 
'• \ 
~ 20-
WEIGHT LO~T BY VARIOUS DATES 
POTATO HALVES AND SEED SIZE PIECES 
CUT IN OCTOBER, 1933 
HUMID CELLAR ONE WE.EK THEN ORDINARY 
CELLAR STORAGE 
.l.7,1~ 3 1 16 l I!) I 4 1 
' .... , OCTOBER NOIIEMBER DECEM&R JAN'J/1,R'f rtBRl..lARV MARCH APRIL 
Dt<TI:S UPON 'M-00-t TU&RS WCRE WCIGHEO 
FIG. 25.-Weight loss from tuber halves and seed-size 
pieces during storage season of 1933 -34 when not ex-
posed to sun after cutting but placed at once into a 
humid cellar for one week and after that held in the 
ord inary cellar storage-B12 tuber halves, El seed-size 
pieces, E2 seed-size pieces dusted with lime and sulfur 
after cutting. (Data in Table 16.) 
were less than with potatoes cut into half (B12), but after November 
they were greater (Table 16, Fig . 25). This lesser early weight loss, 
occurring in spite of the greater area of cut surface, may have been the 
result of cut seed pieces packing together more closely and this together 
with the greater evaporating surface resulted in a more nearly saturated 
atmosphere immediately around the seed pieces than around the more 
nearly whole tubers with the result that evaporation was less. 
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By June 16-20 the potatoes cut into seed pieces had lost 34.1 per cent 
and halves 26.9 per cent (Fig. 25) . This 7.2 per cent difference in weight 
loss was very largely or entirely accounted for by the g reater amount of 
rot, which constituted 12.8 per cent of the original weight of the seed 
pieces and only 3.5 per cent of the half tubers. 
TABLE 16.-Condition in Ju ne, 1934, of potatoes that had been cut into 
seed-piece sizes and into halves in October and were then stored in the 
cellar. 
Weight in late June as Percentage of total 
Treatment percentage of ori ginal weight when sorted Lot No . October weight in late June 
Sou nd ISprout l Rot I Total Sound ISprout l Rot 
B11 Potato ha lves exposed LO sun one hour , 
then humid cella r one week 54 .3 5.0 4 .8 64 .1 78 .6 7.2 14 .2 
Bl2 Same as B11 , but not exposed to su n 84.3 5.3 3.5 73. 1 86.9 8.3 4.7 
E 1 Cut seed-piece s izes , stored in 
hu m id cel lar o ne week 49.3 3.8 12.8 65.9 74.8 5.8 19 .4 
E 2 Same as El pl us lime a nd su lfu r 
on c t..:t surface.. 42.0 3.4 16.6 62 .0 67 .7 5.5 26 .8 
When the cut surfaces of the seed pieces were coated with a layer of 
li me and sulphur immediately after cutting (E2 ), as has sometimes been 
recon1mended fo r the purpose of fac ilita ting the healing process and pre-
serving the seed pieces, weight loss during the first five weekswas reduced 
very slightly when compared with non-dusted cut seed. Beyond that time 
weight losses were greater, having been 38 per cent for dusted and 34 .1 per 
cent by June 20 for undusted cut seed. This later increase in weight loss 
was undoubtedly due to the increased amount of rot, which in June 
amounted to 16.6 per cent of the original weight of dusted as compared 
with 12.8 per cent with undusted cut seed potatoes. Therefore, if cut 
potatoes are to be stored for a long time, dusting with lime and sulphur 
does not serve any useful purpose and may be injurious. 
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TABLE !.-Percentage weight losses by various dates with the 1931 crop when potatoes were stored under different 
conditions throughout the storage season . ( All lots harvested and stored on October 3.) 
I Cellar I 
I 
Out of cold storage on 
Winu:r 
I 
Spring c.old 
I 
Date Into co ld storage on different dates cold storage to Fall and spring 
weighed on y different dates late June cold storage storag(' 
D16 I D3 I D8 I D9 I DI0 I I I DI D13 D5 D4 D2 DG D11 D12 D14 D15 
Oct . 4 3.4 0.8' 2.1 1.7 2.1 1.5 2.4 1.5 1.9 1.3 I .2 1.9 1.3 1.7 1.8 
Oc.t 5 3.6 J.6 3.4 3.0 3.4 2.4 3.5 2. 8 3.0 1.6 3.3 3.1 2.4 3.0 3.1 
Oct. 7 4.3 1.9 3.8 3.5 3.7 3.3 3.4 3.2 3 .6 3.3 3.7 3.6 2.9 3.5 3.7 
Oct. 10 4.8 2 .4 4.3 3.9 4.2 4.1 4.6 4.0 4.2 4.0 4.2 4.1 3.6 4.2 4.4 
Oct. 20 6.9 3.4 5.0 6.3 6.5 6.2 5.6 4.4 5. 1 4. 8 6.6 6.5 5.8 5.0 5.1 
Nov. 1 8.6 4.0 5.1 7.5 7.7 7.6 6. 1 5.0 5.5 5.1 8.0 7.5 7.2 5.5 5.3 
Nov. 15 9.4 4.9 5.9 8.4 8.4 8.4 6.8 5.8 6.4 5.9 8.8 8.3 8.0 6.1 6.2 
Dec. 1 JO.I 5.3 6.5 8.5 9.2 9.2 7.4 6.4 6.9 6.4 9.0 9 .1 8.7 6.7 6.8 
Dec. 15 10.5 5.9 6.6 8.6 9.3 9.4 7.6 6.6 7.2 6.5 9.1 9.2 8.9 7.3 7.1 
Jan . I 10.7 6.5 7.2 9.1 9.4 9.5 8.2 7.3 7.7 7.2 9.3 9.3 9 .1 7.6 7.6 
Feb. I 11.2 7.2 7.7 9.2 9.8 IO.I 8.9 7.8 8.3 7.7 9.6 9.7 9.4 8.4 8.3 
March I 12.0 7.8 8.2 9.8 10.6 10.8 IO.I 8.4 8.8 8.2 10.2 10.6 10.3 9.4 9.6 
April I 12.6 8.4 8.6 10.1 11.1 11.4 10.9 8.9 9.3 8.6 10.5 11.1 11.0 10.4 10.6 
April 15 13.0 8.7 8.9 10.4 11.3 11.8 11.3 9.4 9.5 8.8 11.0 11.6 11.2 10.6 10.8 
May I 13.4 9.0 9.1 10.5 11 .5 12.0 11.8 10.0 9.8 9.0 11.5 11.7 11.6 11.4 11.0 
May 15 13.9 9.6 9.4 10.8 11.6 12.6 12.4 10.7 10.2 9.4 12.0 11.8 12.1 12.0 11 .2 
June I 14.6 9.8 9 .7 10.9 11.8 12.9 13.3 11.4 10.6 9.4 12.4 11 .8 12.5 12.4 11 .4 
June 8 15.3 IO.I 9.8 11.2 11.8 13.1 14.2 12.1 11.2 9.6 13.1 11.8 12.7 12.5 11.5 
June 15 16.1 10.0 9.8 10.9 I 1.8 13.2 15.1 13.l 11.8 9.7 13.9 11.9 12.9 12.6 12.0 
June 23 16.9 10.6 10.2 11.2 12 .1 13 .9 15.1 14.2 12.5 9.9 15.0 12.1 13.3 12 .9 12.2 
1 Figures in bold face represent losses suffered by the close of periods during which Jots concerned had been in co ld storage. For example, Lot D3 was moved 
to cold storage immediately after being weighed on October 10 and by the time of next wei ghi ng on October 20 the tota l weight loss to date amounted to 5.0 per 
ce nt of this origina; weight
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TABLE IL-Percentage weight losses by various dates when the 1932 crop of potatoes was subjected to various storage con-
ditions throughout the season and mean tem peratures during such periods. ( All lots harvested and stored October 4 
and 5.) 
Date I c;1:\~r !-~---~-
weighed ~ ;)I / D3 / D8 D9 D I0 
lnlo co ld storage on di fferent dales 
Oct. 6 0.8 
Oct. 8 2 .1 
Oct. 11 2.7 
Oct. JS 4.0 
Oct. 31 7.0 
Nov. 15 8.0 
Nov . 30 8.9 
Dec. 15 9.4 
Dec . 30 10.0 
Feb. I 10.7 
March I 11.4 
Apri l I 12.0 
April 15 12.7 
May I 13.1 
May 15 13.7 
June I 14 .5 
June 10 15.2 
June 20 16.8 
June 26 18.2 
0.7 ' 
1.0 
1.5 
1.8 
3. 1 
5.0 
5.8 
6.7 
7.3 
8.4 
9.7 
10.4 
10.6 
11.8 
12.2 
12.4 
12.5 
12.6 
12.6 
0.5 
1.8 
2.0 
3.6 
5.2 
6.1 
6.7 
6.1 
7.5 
8.7 
9.3 
9.5 
9.2 
10.7 
JI.I 
11.2 
12.5 
12.8 
13.7 
I.I 
1.2 
1.7 
3.9 
6.9 
7.3 
8.1 
9 .6 
8.8 
9.8 
10.4 
10.7 
10.8 
11.7 
12.0 
12.6 
12 .6 
12.8 
13.5 
I.I 
2.2 
2.8 
3.9 
6 .8 
7.9 
8.2 
9.4 
10.0 
10.8 
11.2 
11.9 
12.2 
12.8 
13 .1 
13 .3 
13.4 
13.5 
14.5 
0.8 
1.9 
2.4 
3.6 
6.5 
7 .6 
8.4 
9.2 
9.6 
10.3 
10.6 
11.4 
12.1 
13.2 
13.4 
13 .6 
13.8 
13.8 
14.5 
Dl3 
0.3 
1.3 
1.8 
3.0 
4.5 
5.3 
6.2 
7.0 
7.9 
9.2 
10.0 
11.2 
12.1 
13.1 
13.8 
14.9 
16.5 
18.8 
19.3 
Out of co ld storage on 
different dates 
DS 
0.5 
1.7 
2.0 
3.1 
4.7 
5.8 
6.3 
6.3 
6.9 
8.0 
8.7 
8.9 
9.9 
10.4 
11.3 
12.6 
12.5 
14.1 
15.7 
D4 
0.7 
1.9 
2.3 
4.2 
5.7 
6.4 
7.2 
7.8 
8.0 
9.2 
9.8 
10.2 
10.4 
11.4 
12.1 
12.4 
12.7 
14 .2 
16.0 
D2 
0.5 
1.6 
2.3 
3.5 
4.6 
5.4 
6.4 
6.9 
7 .3 
8.3 
9.1 
9.5 
10.0 
10 .6 
11.l 
11.8 
12.l 
12.2 
12.3 
Wi nter 
cold 
storage 
D6 
0.4 
1.3 
1.6 
2.8 
5.8 
6.6 
7. 1 
7.5 
7.4 
8.9 
9. 1 
9.3 
IO. I 
10.9 
11.4 
12.1 
12.5 
13.8 
14.8 
Sp ring co ld 
storage to 
late June 
DI! 
0.3 
1.2 
1.8 
2.7 
5.6 
6.6 
7.3 
8.0 
8.4 
9.2 
9.6 
10 .5 
10.6 
11.0 
11.2 
I 1.3 
11.4 
11.5 
11.6 
Dl2 
0 .7 
1.7 
2.3 
3.4 
6.2 
7.3 
8.5 
8.8 
9.3 
JO.I 
10.4 
11.2 
11.9 
12.8 
13.1 
14.8 
13 .9 
13 .9 
13.9 
MEAN TEMPER ATURE DUR ING VA RIOUS STORAGE PERIODS IN DEGREES FAHRENHE IT 
Cellar 
Co ld storage 
Cell:i.r 
Cold storage 
Ce!!ar 
Seasona l mea n 43.6 
37 .7 
65.2 
39.6 
1 Sec footnote with Table I. 
47.8 45.9 40.7 41.0 47 .8 47.8 47.8 47.8 45.8 40.7 
38.2 
65.2 
40.3 
38.1 
65.2 
40.4 
38.2 
65 .2 
41.3 
38.3 
65.2 
41.8 
38.8 38.2 38.1 38.2 38.0 
43 .6 
42.7 
49.8 
42.5 
56.7 
41.6 38.9 
49.8 
42.6 
38.2 
40.0 
41.0 
38.6 
40.5 
Fal l and spring 
co ld storage 
D14 
1.0 
2. 1 
2.6 
3.8 
5.2 
6.4 
6.9 
7.6 
8.4 
9.6 
10.6 
11.6 
12.5 
13.6 
14.2 
14.5 
14.8 
15.3 
16.4 
47.8 
38.8 
40.2 
38.3 
65.2 
41.1 
DIS 
0.8 
1.9 
2.5 
3.8 
5.5 
6.6 
7.3 
7.6 
8.9 
10.0 
10.7 
12.0 
12 .3 
13.3 
13.8 
14.2 
14.4 
14.7 
15.6 
47.8 
38.8 
39.5 
38.2 
65.2 
40.7 
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TABLE III.-Percentage weight losses by various dates when the 1933 crop of potatoes was subjected to various storage 
conditions throughout the season and mean temperatures during such periods. ( All lots harvested and stored on 
October 3.) 
I I 
Out of co ld storage o n I 
Winter 
I 
Spring cold 
Fall and spring Cellar Into cold storage on different dates co ld storage to 
Date only different dates storage late June co ld storage 
weighed 
1) ) 6 DI I D3 I D8 I D9 I DlO Dl3 I D" I D4 I D2 / D6 DII I D14 Dl2 I DIS 
Oct. 5 1.5 1.3. 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.0 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.2 1.4 1.4 
Oct. 7 2.4 2.0 2.1 2.7 2.9 2.8 2.4 2.4 2.2 2.6 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.2 
Oct. 14 3.8 3.0 3.3 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.6 2.9 2.9 3.7 3.0 3.8 3.4 3.4 3.4 
Oct. 31 5.0 4.4 4.3 5.2 5.6 5.2 4.5 4.1 4.3 4.8 4.7 5.4 4.8 4.8 4.8 
Nov. 15 5.8 5.0 5.6 6.3 6.5 6.3 5.7 5.4 5.3 5.8 5.5 6.2 5.7 5.7 5.7 
Dec. I 6.3 6.2 6.0 6.4 7.1 6.7 6.1 5.8 5.7 6.4 5.6 6.8 6.4 5.8 5.9 
Dec. 15 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.9 7.2 7.0 6.6 6.2 6.0 6.9 6.5 7.0 6.2 6.6 6.6 
Jan 2 7.4 6.8 6.6 7.4 8.0 7.6 7.2 6.4 6.3 7.2 6.2 7.8 7.0 7.2 6.9 
Feb. I 7.7 7.5 7.4 7.9 8.7 8.3 7.6 7.1 6.8 7.4 6.7 8.4 7.8 7.7 7.5 
March 4 8.0 7.9 7.8 8.2 9. 1 8.7 8.1 7.3 7.4 8.5 7.1 8.5 8.2 8.1 8. 1 
April 1 8.6 8.9 7.9 9.1 9.4 9.1 8.6 8.3 8.0 8.9 7.8 9.5 8.7 8.9 8.7 
April 15 8.8 9.0 8.1 9.4 9.6 9.4 9. 1 8.4 8.1 8.9 8.0 9.6 9.1 9.2 9.0 
May I 8.8 9.3 9.4 9.7 10.0 9.7 9.1 9.0 8.8 9.1 7.7 9.7 9.8 9 .8 9.4 
May 15 9.6 9.4 9.4 9.3 JO.I 10.5 10.5 9.8 8.6 9.4 9.1 9.8 JO.I I0.8 9.5 
May 31 I0.6 9.7 JO.I 9.8 J0.2 10.6 11.0 10.9 9.2 9.7 10.0 9.9 10.2 11.7 9.6 
June 9 12.8 J0.4 JO.I 9.9 J0.5 J0.8 12 .8 11.9 I0.0 10.0 11.3 10.0 10.3 12.2 9.7 
June 19 15.9 I 1.6 I0.7 10.5 I0.6 11.l 14.9 14.6 12.2 11.2 12.8 IO.O 10.5 12.6 IO.I 
MEAN TEMPERATURE DURI NG VAR IOUS STORAGE PERIODS IN FAHRENHE IT DEGREES 
Cella r 50.6 47.5 41.4 42.0 50.6 50.6 50.6 50.6 47.5 41.4 42.0 50.6 50.6 
Cold storage 39.7 39.5 39.4 39.5 39.3 39.7 39.7 
Ce llar 41.l 40.2 
Cold storage 39.7 39.4 39.2 39. 1 39.4 39 .6 40.3 39.4 39.1 
Cellar 61.0 61.0 61.0 61.0 61.0 44.5 50.9 58.2 50.9 61.0 61.0 
Season a I mca n 44 .3 40.5 40.8 40 .9 41.5 42.5 43.9 43.6 42.6 40.1 43.8 40.8 41.7 41.2 41.1 
1 See footnote with Table I. 
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